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Enclosed is a summary of legislation assigned to the Assembly Committee on 
Local Government during the 1995-96 session. The summary includes a brief 
description of all chaptered and vetoed legislation; a final status of measures not 
reaching the Governor's desk; and a listing of all bills by subject matter. 
If you would like additional information regarding this summary or the activities 
of the committee, please contact me or the committee staff at (916) 445-6034. 
CHAPTERED AND VETOED BILLS 
1995- 96 Legislative Summary 
ASSEMBLY BILLS: 
AB 6 (Cannella) Chapter 808, Statutes of 1995 
State loan of$5,012,000 to Merced County for fire protection contract costs. 
AB 37 (Pringle) Chapter 546, Statutes of 1996 
Designates the County of Orange as the single local reuse entity for the ·marine Corps Air Station, 
El Toro. 
AB 61 (Baca) Chapter 135, Statutes of 1995 
Adds open-space and habitat conservation to the miscellaneous extended services a county may 
provide under the County Service Area Law. 
AB 65 (Knight) Chapter 260, Statutes of 1995 
Adds, amends and repeals various provisions of the Antelope Valley Storm Water Conservation 
and Flood Control District Act. 
AB 82 (Pringle) Chapter 910, Statutes of 1995 
Requires a county to give 45 days notice on a hearing of a fee increase for reimbursement of 
booking or processing services; requires negotiation of a reduced fee for services; and, excludes 
individuals from certain exemptions for reimbursement. 
AB 97 (Conroy) Chapter 355, Statutes of 1995 
Requires the Santa Margarita Water District to consolidate its general district elections with 
statewide general elections. 
AB 134 (Rainey) Chapter 120, Statutes of 1996 
Authorizes a county board of supervisors to increase or decrease any of these fees in the amount 
necessary to recover the reasonable cost of providing the service for which the fee is charged, 
subject to certain criteria. 
AB 182 (Granlund) VETO 
Regulates local governments which enact shopping cart retrieval ordinances. 
AB 188 (Machado) Chapter 1125, Statutes of 1996 
Amends procedure for imposing special taxes on a per parcel basis. 
AB 236 (Granlund) Chapter 237, Statutes of 1995 
Prohibits election or appointment of public entity employees to office unless they resign. 
AB 258 (McPherson) Chapter 14, Statutes of 1995 
Extends the Fort Ord Reuse Authority's deadline for adoption of a base reuse plan. 
AB 296 (Knight) Chapter 953, Statutes of 1996 
Authorizes the temporary expansion of the City of Lancaster's sphere of inf1uence. 
AB 307 (Thompson) VETO 
Changes the duties of the Department of Finance and Legislative Counsel regarding unfunded 
state mandates and requires a statement at the top of every bill to the effect that a bill contains an 
unfunded state mandate. 
AB 317 (Granlund) Chapter 291, Statutes of 1996 
Authorizes specified local jurisdictions to enact shopping cart retrieval ordinances. 
AB 374 (W. Murray) Chapter 27, Statutes of 1995 
Amends Metropolitan Water District Act. 
AB 376 (Bustamante) Chapter 798, Statutes of 199 
Grants inspection warrant authority, in the absence of consent, to community service, public 
utility, irrigation, and county, municipal, and California water districts, to investigate violations of 
law. 
AB 390 (House) Chapter 23, Statutes of 1995 
Removes the requirement that county clerks publish the exhibits associated with the publication of 
ordinances. 
AB 433 (Rainey) Chapter 285, Statutes of 1995 
Includes special districts engaged in police protection services for purposes of receiving fines and 
forfeitures collected. 
AB 441 (Knight) Chapter 110, Statutes of 1995 
Revises the time frame requirement of local emergency proclamation extension review. 
AB 486 (Goldsmith) Chapter 604, Statutes of 1995 
Provides that a delinquent payment of utility charges, resulting in a lien, shall be subordinate to 
any prior recorded lien. 
AB 545 (Mazzoni) Chapter 718, Statutes of 1996 
Adds judicial proceedings to the remedies available to counties for abatement of nuisances and 
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allows for recovery of all related costs. 
AB 555 (Aguiar) Chapter 162. Statutes of 1995 
Establishes due process as a condition of parcel merges. 
AB 561 (Archie-Hudson) Chapter 31, Statutes of 1995 
Authorizes a public entity to enter into agreements with public entities, community associations, 
and private entities for water conservation services. 
AB 717 (Ducheny) Chapter 623, Statutes of 1995 
Establishes certification and training requirements for construction inspectors, plan examiners, and 
building officials. 
AB 771 (Aguiar) Chapter 46, Statutes of 1'996 
Revises the Subdivision Map Act as it relates to the duration and expiration of tentative and 
phased final maps. 
AB 791 (Cannella) Chapter 918, Statutes of 1995 
Revises provisions relating to public construction project insurance. 
AB 796 (Hannigan) Chapter 454, Statutes of 1995 
Allows excess funds for courthouse construction and criminal justice facilities to be used for 
county general fund purposes in the fiscal year that the facilities have been financed, but only if a 
transfer does not interfere with the purpose or obligation of existing funds. 
AB 867 (V. Brown) Chapter 339, Statutes of 1995 
Allows counties to bill for search and rescue services. 
AB 896 (Knight) Chapter 89, Statutes of 1996 
Raises the dollar amount of unclaimed individual items that may be transferred to the general fund 
of a local agency. 
AB 949 (Lee) Chapter 115, Statutesof1995 
Increases the procurement threshold amount for obtaining quotations with respect to Bay Area 
Rapid Transit District projects procurement. 
AB 998 (Ducheny) Chapter 126, Statutes of 1995 
Recommends the establishment of a joint powers authority among specified entities in the San 
Diego area for reactivation of the San Diego and Arizona Eastern Railway Projects. 
AB 1004 (Kuykendall) Chapter 364, Statutes of 1996 
Relates to volunteer firefighters serving on fire agency governing boards. 
AB 1025 (Aguiar) Chapter 39, Statutes of 1995 
Clarities property tax exemption for the Chino Municipal Water district removing debt service 
payments from its revenue base. 
AB 1087 (Boland) Chapter 107, Statutes of 1995 
Modifies the required qualitlcations for county auditors. 
AB 1140 (Morrissey) Chapter 29, Statutes of 1995 
Makes technical changes in the Orange County Water District Act. 
AB 1229 (Granlund) Chapter 815, Statutes of 1995 
Allows Twenty-nine Palms Water District to place a lien against property in an effort to collect 
unpaid charges for emergency services. 
AB 1287 (Cortese) Chapter 955, Statutes of 1995 
Creates a means of development mitigation through "environmental subdivisions" divided into 
parcels excepted from tentative and final map requirements. 
AB 1338 (Sweeney) VETO 
Requires the Office of Planning and Research to adopt guidelines that localities may use to prepare 
plans, linking land use and transportation, funded by loans repaid with development revenues. 
AB 1388 (V. Brown) Chapter 118, Statutesof1995 
Modifies the Vallejo Sanitation and Flood Control District board from five to eight members. 
AB 1461 (Bordonaro) Chapter 338, Statutes of 1995 
Allows counties to bill for search and rescue services. 
AB 1545 (Knox) Chapter 482, Statutes of 1995 
Provides increased flexibility to counties with respect to asset management. 
AB 1566 (Rainey) Chapter 579, Statutes of 1995 
Enacts the Omnibus Local Government Act of 1995. 
AB 1575 (K. Murray) Chapter 280, Statutes of 1995 
Establishes centralized collection of telephone-services tax information. 
AB 1629 (Olberg) Chapter 30, Statutes of 1995 
Expands the authority of the Mojave Water Agency. 
AB 1644 (Granlund) Chapter 723, Statutes of 1995 
Revises real estate regulations. 
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AB 1715 (Goldsmith) Chapter 589, Statutes of 1995 
Authorizes a pilot housing element self-certification project within the jurisdiction of the San 
Diego Association of Government. 
AB 1717 (Cortese) Chapter 663, Statutes of 1995 
Authorizes Santa Clara and Alameda counties to use design and build bid procedure. 
AB 1724 (McPherson) Chapter 509, Statutes of 1996 
Requires, a school district that selects a location for a new school facility which is contrary to the 
general plan, needs to provide justification to the legislative body as to the need for the chosen 
location. 
AB 1762 (Goldsmith) Chapter 1085, Statutes of 1996 
Authorizes local agencies to enter into agreements with Indian tribes to provide police and fire 
protection services. 
AB 1767 (Margett) Chapter 523, Statutes of 1996 
Provides clean-up to SB 1998 (Mountjoy) by establishing a process for the withdrawal of cities 
from the Los Angeles County free library system. 
AB 1788 (Brewer) Chapter 717, Statutes of 1995 
Establishes guidelines for local permit processing, allows grants up to $50,000 for permit 
streamlining, and appropriates $1.5 million to the Office of Permit Assistance for such grants. 
AB 1794 (Granlund) Chapter 264, Statutes of 1996 
Allows relinquishment of a portion of Route 39. 
AB 1830 (Mazzoni) VETO 
Authorizes the formation of a regional park and open-space district in Marin or Sonoma County. 
AB 1878 (Machado) Chapter 621, Statutes of 1995 
Raises the revenue by assessment limit to $250,000. 
AB 1930 (Sweeney) Chapter 808, Statutes of 1996 
Changes time limits for public agency approval or disapproval with respect to environmental 
impact reports (EIRs), negative declarations and determinations of exemption; and, changes time 
limits for agencies to certify and adopt EIRs and negative declarations. 
AB 1934 (Sweeney) VETO 
Makes technical changes to existing language dealing with organizations and reorganizations. 
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AB 1953 (Baldwin) VETO 
Ensures the Boy Scouts SOF America equal access to public land, property. or facilities, and 
allows for enforcement through injunctive relief and recovery (_)f costs. 
AB 1997 (House) Chapter 234, Statutes of 1996 
Allows annexation of noncontiguous territory by the City of Chowchilla. 
AB 2089 (Cortese) Chapter 138, Statutes of 1996 
Allows a county tax collector to issue a consolidated tax statement of property taxes due for 
persons who own multiple properties. 
AB 21 73 (Margett) Chapter 281, Statutes of 1996 
Modifies the San Gabriel Basin Water Quality Authority Act. 
AB 2214 (Richter) Chapter 236, Statutes of 1996 
Amends voter eligibility requirements for Richvale Irrigation District. 
AB 2300 (McPherson) Chapter 3 73, Statutes of 1996 
Provides exemptions for insurance and risk pooling arrangements within joint powers agreements 
by specified public agencies. 
AB 2368 (Hauser) Chapter 582, Statutes of 1996 
Eliminates designated divisions of municipal courts in Humboldt County. 
AB 2419 (Bowler) Chapter 293, Statutes of 1996 
Allows counties to opt out of the congestion management program (CMP). 
AB 2461 (T akasugi) Chapter 770, Statutes of 1996 
Expands authority of harbor districts. 
AB 2523 (Cunneen) Chapter 692, Statutes of 1996 
Expands exemption of business license tax on nonprofit organizations. 
AB 2530 (Miller) Chapter 541, Statutes of 1996 
Modifies regulation of timeshares and qualified resort vacation clubs. 
AB 2575 (Caldera) Chapter 243, Statutes of 1996 
Amends procedure for establishing a Property and Business Improvement District (BID). 
AB 2590 (Burton) Chapter 244, Statutes of 1996 
Modifies the authority of the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BART). 
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AB 2593 (Brewer) Chapter 583, Statutes of I 996 
Reauthorizes approval of reimbursement for travel costs, related to homicide trials, in excess of 
1,000 miles on any single round trip. 
AB 2617 (Baca) Chapter 343, Statutes of I996 
Authorizes the electronic exchange of confidential information, with respect to juveniles, between 
various public agencies. 
AB 2648 (Thompson) Chapter 295, Statutes of I 996 
Relate to zoning to provide housing for older persons. 
AB 2660 (Aguiar) Chapter I 040, Statutes of I 996 
Authorizes local governmental agencies to utilize private sector investment capital to study, 
design, construct, finance, and operate fee-producing infrastructure facilities, as specified. 
AB 2666 (Knight) Chapter 542, Statutes of 1996 
Creates the Antelope Valley Air Pollution Control District (A VAPCD), and detaches territory 
from the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) to comprise the newly-created 
district. 
AB 2711 (Boland) Chapter 587, Statutes of 1996 
Revises existing law regulating real estate brokers and subdivided lands. 
AB 2722 (McPherson) Chapter 474, Statutes of 1996 
Revises enabling legislation of the Monterey Peninsula Airport District (MPAD). 
AB 2741 (Ackerman) Chapter 655, Statutes of 1996 
Provides an expedited process for the sale or lese of county-owned property in Orange County. 
AB 2766 (Poochigian) Chapter 144, Statutes of 1996 
Amends procedure for redemption of property located within irrigation districts. 
AB 2779 (Knox) Chapter 823, Statutes of I 996 
Allows the California Transportation Commission (CTC) to relinquish a segment of State 
Highway Route 2. 
AB 2797 (Aguiar) VETO 
Modifies the formula for the allocation of property taxes as it relates to the Educational Revenue 
Augmentation Fund (ERAF) in each county. 
AB 2823 (Harvey) Chapter 936, Statutes of 1996 
Verifies status of persons or entities seeking to conduct business as contractors. 
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AB 2838 (Hoge) Chapter 1150, Statutes of 1996 
Modifies existing law on on-premises advertising displays. 
AB 2845 (Sweeney) Chapter 81, Statutes of 1996 
Requires the county treasurer to provide any report on the investment fund to any local agency that 
has funds in the investment fund. 
AB 2867 (Brulte and Baca) Chapter 588, Statutes of 1996 
Provides for the sale of a municipally-owned water utility. 
AB 2953 (Villaraigosa) Chapter 942, Statutes of 1996 
Allows counties to collect the total dispute resolution program fee, as authorized. 
AB 3022 (Sher) Chapter 519, Statutes of 1996 
Authorizes the exemption of nonprofit charitable recyclers from paying for the Integrated Waste 
Management Plan. 
AB 3081 (Olberg) Chapter 549, Statutes of 1996 
Amends procedure for imposing fees on development. 
AB 3095 (Villaraigosa) Chapter 742, Statutes of 1996 
Authorizes any county to operate an amnesty program for delinquent fines and bail. 
AB 3097 (Campbell) Chapter 148, Statutes of 1996 
Expands authorization to private entity participation in joint powers agreements (JP A)s. 
AB 3169 (Martinez) Chapter 65, Statutes of 1996 
Furnishes police officers and deputy sheriffs with protective vests. 
AB 3187 (Martinez) Chapter 781, Statutes of 1996 
Creates an exemption for thrift store merchandise from sales and use taxes. 
AB 3296 (Brewer) Chapter 842, Statutes of 1996 
Provides minimum procedural standards for the conduct of city and county zoning hearings and 
authorizes a pilot program for San Bernardino and Orange counties for acceptance of digitized 
Images. 
AB 3441 (Sweeney) VETO 
Creates the Government Accountability Act which provides the State Controller the ability to 
assess penalties to local agencies that file late financial reports. 
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AB 3452 (V. Brown) Chapter 1018, Statutes of 1996 
Allows Napa County to use alternate means to meet a percentage of its share of the regional share 
housing needs allocation. 
AB 3472 (Committee on Local Government) 
Enacts the Omnibus Local Government Act of 1996. 
Chapter 872, Statutes of 1996 
AB 3503 (Weggeland) Chapter 663, Statutes of 1996 
Makes legislative findings regarding the March Joint Powers Authority. 
ACR 90 (Napolitano) Chapter 61, Statutes of 1996 
Establishes Code Enforcement Week. 
AB 2X (Mazzoni) Chapter 1, Statutes of 1995-96 
Disaster relief. First Extraordinary Session 
SENATE BILLS: 
SB 8 (Peace) Chapter 1021, Statutes of 1996 
Modifies the allocation formula in San Diego County for public safety funds (Proposition 172) and 
requires review of corporate dividend taxation practices. 
SB 11 (Ayala) Chapter 945, Statutes of 1995 
Reforms the state-mandated programs reimbursement process. 
SB 19 (Johannessen) Chapter 45, Statutes of 1996 
Provides that a state-mandated program, with specified exceptions, enacted after January 1, 1996, 
shall not apply to any city with a population of25,000 or less or a county with 50,000 or less. 
SB 27 (Kopp) Chapter 207, Statutes of 1996 
Establishes professional criteria for the office of county assessor. 
SB 29 (Leslie) Chapter 698, Statutes of 1995 
Creates the Surprise Valley Groundwater Management District. 
SB 81 (Marks) Chapter 469, Statutes of 1995 
Permits cities, counties, and cities and counties to adopt ordinances allowing private parties 
leasing buildings on former federal military bases to comply with applicable building codes under 
a graduated compliance plan. Authorizes the Office of Planning and Research to grant the City of 
Novato six months additional time for immunity from general plan challenges. 
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SB 84 (Greene) VETO 
Provides an exemption for the Sunrise Recreation and Park District to remove one-time 
development fees from its annual revenue base calculation. 
SB 97 (Thompson) Chapter 3, Statutes of 1995 
Reduces from 3% to 2%. the percentage limitation on county property tax loss reserve funds. 
SB 109 (Kopp) Chapter 749, Statutes of 1996 
Imposes standards on local agency investment practices. 
SB 122 (O'Connell) Chapter 435, Statutes of 1995 
Permits the board of directors of the Ahmanson Ranch Community Services District to exercise 
specified additional powers. 
SB 124 (Leslie) Chapter 501, Statutes of 1995 
Reduces the county contribution to the Educational Revenue Augmentation Fund (ERAF) where a 
county supports fire protection services with General Fund revenues. 
SB 129 (Leslie) Chapter 699, Statutes of 1995 
Authorizes the Ramirez Water District to elect its board by Authorizes the Ramirez Water District 
to elect its board by divisions. 
SB 149 (Johannessen) VETO 
Allow cities, incorporated after January 1, 1987, to use an estimate of population for purposes of 
vehicle license fee allocation for two more years than allowed under current law. 
SB 156 (Thompson) Chapter 430, Statutes of 1995 
Increases the public members of the Napa Sanitation District, substantially updates and expands 
the powers of the Napa County Flood Control and Water Conservation District, and adds to the 
powers of the lake County Flood Control and Water Conservation District. 
SB 203 (Leslie) Chapter 500, Statutes of 1995 
Requires that the county, cities and special districts of Mono County receive any remaining funds 
in proportion to the amount of their Educational Revenue Augmentation Fund (ERAF) reduction 
once the county auditor determines that each community college district has reached an excess 
school tax entity level. 
SB 218 (Thompson) Chapter 308, Statutes of 1996 
Extends application deadlines for both the Solano and San Benito counties for eligibility in the 
State-County Property Tax Administration Program (SCPTAP). 
SB 241 (Com. on Local Government) Chapter 21, Statutes of 1995 
Validates the acts of state and local agencies (First Validating Act of 1995). 
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SB 242 (Com. on Local Government) Chapter 851, Statutes of 1995 
Validates the acts of state and local agencies (Second Validating Act of 1995). 
SB 243 (Com. on Local Government) Chapter 688, Statutes of 1995 
Validates the acts of state and local agencies (Third Validating Act of 1995). 
SB 333 (Campbell) Chapter 253, Statutes of 1995 
Clarifies the statute of limitations for challenging legislative decisions regarding development 
agreements and other related changes. 
SB 342 (Campbell) Chapter 685, Statutes of 1995 
Requires that any fees levied by state agencies supported by the General Fund or local agencies be 
no greater than the estimated actual or reasonable cost of providing the service. 
SB 349 (Kopp) VETO 
Establishes the Local Agency Bankruptcy Committee (LABC) and contains provisions relating to 
the appointment of a trustee for bankrupt local agencies. 
SB 366 (Rogers) Chapter 704, Statutes of 1996 
Reduces the amount of property tax subject to transfer to schools from community service districts 
which provide police protection services up to $90,000 in each county. 
SB 369 (Kelley) VETO 
Changes county water authority requirement for voter approval on specified indebtedness. 
SB 386 (Rogers) Chapter 707, Statutes of 1995 
Amends Mojave Water Agency Law. 
SB 388 (Kopp) Chapter 70, Statutes of 1996 
Creates the Imperial County Toll Authority. 
SB 406 (Haynes) Chapter 449, Statutes of 1995 
Defines the composition of the Elsinore Valley Municipal Water District upon merger with the 
Murrieta Water District, and requires the establishment of the boundaries of five divisions from 
which directors will be elected. 
SB 429 (Polanco) Chapter 897, Statutes of 1995 
Updates competitive bidding thresholds related to school and community college districts and 
makes various technical amendments. 
SB 441 (Johnston) Chapter 189, Statutes of 1996 
Authorizes the establishment of the Sacramento Ballpark Authority (SBA). · 
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SB 474 (Mello) VETO 
Regulates the investment of community facilities district revenues. 
SB 481 (Maddy) Chapter 105, Statutes of 1995 
Extends, for infants and persons of unsound mind, the normal three-year period to claim money 
escheated to a local agency until one year from the date the disability ceases. 
SB 537 (Hughes) Chapter 942, Statutes of 1995 
Permits a county board of supervisors to impose a $1 recordation fee on recording documents for 
purposes of funding fraud prevention activities. 
SB 560 (Haynes) Chapter 894, Statutes of 1996 
Expands the use of certificates of correction and amending maps. 
SB 564 (Johnston) Chapter 783, Statutes of 1995 
Requires treasurers to produce an annual statement of investment policy and provide detailed 
quarterly investment reports. 
SB 602 (Wright) Chapter 676, Statutes of 1995 
Requires that the use tax revenue received for leased vehicles, under certain conditions, be 
allocated to the local jurisdiction where the original point of the vehicle transaction occurred. 
SB 614 (Com. on Local Government) Chapter 529, Statutes of 1995 
Enacts various minor and technical changes as the Senate Local Government Omnibus Bill. 
SB 647 (Kelley) Chapter 657, Statutes of 1995 
Prohibits local agencies from imposing or increasing a fee or charge administratively. 
SB 716 (Com. on Revenue/Taxation) Chapter 527, Statutes of 1995 
Enacts various minor and technical changes to the omnibus property tax administration bill. 
SB 725 (Craven) Chapter 258, Statutes of 1995 
Amends the Ralph M. Brown Act as it relates to adoption of new or increased general tax or 
benefit assessment. 
SB 745 (Rogers) VETO 
Allows rural counties to be reimbursed by state agencies conducting surface mining operations for 
the costs of processing permits and reclamation plans. 
SB 750 (Killea) Chapter 880, Statutes of 1995 
Allows counties to increase the fee for copies of birth certificates for the sole purpose of 
dep?siting those monies into the county's children's trust fund. ' 
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SB 756 (Petris) Chapter 502. Statutes of 1995 
Adds provisions to reduce the amount of the property tax revenue shift from certain county service 
areas (CSAs) to the Educational Revenue Augmentation Fund (ERAF) pursuant to the 1993-94 
property tax shift. 
S B 805 (Monteith) Chapter 154, Statutes of 1996 
Provides that a local agency would not be required to comply with any prospectively enacted state-
mandated program that is not fully funded under certain conditions. 
SB 830 (Craven) VETO 
Reduces the Laguna Niguel Community Service District's property tax shift to the Educational 
Revenue Augmentation Fund by $610,000 if the district is dissolved and the City of Laguna 
Niguel is named the successor agency. 
SB 861 (Craven) Chapter 562, Statutes of 1995 
Changes certain aspects of local agency formation commission (LAFCO) law. 
SB 862 (Kopp) Chapter 33, Statutes of 1996 
Renacts a special process for detaching territory from the Broadmoor Police Protection District 
(San Mateo County). 
SB 863 (Craven) Chapter 745, Statutes of 1995 
Modifies the property tax allocation in Orange County reducing a flood control district fund and a 
harbors, beaches and parks fund by $4 million each from 1996-97 to 20 15-16; requires the Orange 
County Redevelopment Agency to transfer $4 million in the general fund of the County of Orange 
for 20 years; exempts the Santa Ana River flood control projects from the property tax transfer; 
requires Orange County to display a specific notice on its property tax bills regarding the county 
recovery; amends the Budget Act of 1995 to provide that of the funds allocated for purposes of 
home-to-school transportation, $4 million shall be allocated to the Alameda County Office of 
Education, as specified; allows for the severing of any individual provision of this bill that is held 
invalid; and. double-joins with SB 727 (Hayden), SB 1276 (Killea), and AB 1664 (Allen). 
SB 864 (Craven) Chapter 156, Statutes of 1996 
Provides a variety of technical clean-up amendments relating to local agency investment policy. 
SB 866 (Craven) Chapter 784, Statutes of 1995 
Imposes restrictions on county investments and requires strict oversight of investment practices. 
SB 902 (Leslie) Chapter 436, Statutes of 1996 
Modifies the composition and powers of local transportation commissions. 
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SB 903 (Leslie) Chapter 436, Statutes of 1995 
Permits a city or county to regulate a sexually oriented business to the extent constitutionally 
permitted: and. extends until February 18, 1996. the time that El Dorado County has to adopt a 
general plan. 
SB 936 (Campbell) VETO 
Amends the housing element law as to the allocation of regional housing needs. 
SB 962 (Russell) Chapter 831, Statutes of 1995 
Revises the provisions relating to South Coast Air Quality management District permit fees. 
SB 998 (Committee on Local Government) Chapter 22, Statutes of 1996 
Validates the acts of state and local agencies (First Validating Act of 1996). 
SB 999 (Committee on Local Government) Chapter 479, Statutes of 1996 
Validates the acts of state and local agencies (Second Validating Act of 1996). 
SB 1001 (Craven) Chapter 1111, Statutes of 1996 
Modifies the allocation of property taxes as it relates to the Educational Revenue Augmentation 
Fund (ERAF). 
SB 1010 (Costa) Chapter 385, Statutes of 1995 
Forbids liens on private property created by a local entity for purposes of seismic safety to exceed 
80% of current appraised value and requires notice to existing lien holders prior to any vote 
authorizing financing. 
SB 1030 (Mello) Chapter 846, Statutes of 1995 
Validates the San Benito County allocation of property tax revenues in each of the 1979-80 to 
1993-94 fiscal years. 
SB 1073 (Costa) Chapter 39, Statutes of 1996 
Revises the law related to housing elements, by amending or repealing specified provisions of 
housing element law. Among other changes, the bill adds a procedure by which a local 
government may submit to the department a self-certification of compliance, along with its 
adopted housing element; requires the department to develop guidelines and provides all necessary 
forms to facilitate preparation, adoption and implementation of the housing element; revises 
various deadlines for compliance; and, states that the provisions of law relating to housing 
elements shall be applicable to all cities and counties, including charter cities. 
SB 1080 (Mello) Chapter 198, Statutes of 1995 
Expands the powers of the Tahoe City Public Utilities District. 
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SB 1081 (Leslie) Chapter438, Statutesof1996 
Requires the Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD) to report the 
Legislature its recommendations as to alternate means of meeting requirements relating to housing 
elements by "frontier counties". 
SB 1082 (Leslie) Chapter 179, Statutes of 1995 
Validates the Plumas County allocation of property tax revenue for each fiscal year through 
1993-94 and requires that future years' allocations be based on formulas that have been corrected. 
SB 1105 (Leslie) Chapter 889, Statutes of 1995 
Allows the Town of Truckee to levy an additional sales tax of .5% for the repair of the town's 
roads. 
SB 1173 (Killea) Chapter 73, Statutes of 1995 
Makes various changes to the powers and duties of the San Diego County Water Authority. 
SB 1247 (Thompson) VETO 
Permits the establishment of police and sheriff protection service assessment districts to increase 
law enforcement in requesting communities, subject to approval of a majority of voters. 
SB 1250 (Mountjoy) Chapter 66, Statutes of 1995 
Makes a technical correction to a statute relating to airport land use commissions. 
SB 1259 (Kelley) Chapter 480, Statutes of 1996 
Modifies the San Diego Unified Port District Act as it pertains to classified and unclassified 
servrce. 
SB 1275 (Killea) Chapter 229, Statutes of 1995 
Revises substantially provisions of the Marks-Roos Local Bond Pooling Act of 1985. 
SB 1296 (Leonard) Chapter 528, Statutes of 1995 
Deletes Ventura County from the authority to contract with private enterprise, but repeals the 
sunset date for that same authority with respect to the counties of Butte, Los Angeles, Merced, 
Orange and San Bernardino. 
SB 1299 (Peace) Chapter 872, Statutes of 1995 
Creates a pilot program giving Cal-EPA authority to designate 20 cities and counties as "permit 
consolidation zones" in which qualified applicants may substitute "facility compliance plans: for 
individual permits required by separate environmental agencies. 
SB 1305 (Com. on Agr/Water Res.) Chapter 833, Statutes of 1995 
Updates water district law to reflect the specific needs of the Tranquillity Irrigation District, the 
Riverview Water District. and the United Water Conservation District. 
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SB 1308 (Campbell) Chapter 653, Statutes of 1995 
Prohibits officers, employees, or candidates for elective office of a local agency from knowingly 
soliciting political contributions from an officer or employee of that agency. 
SB 1366 (Beverly) Chapter 1069, Statutes of 1996 
Authorizes the City of Avalon to impose a sales tax of .5% for services provided at the Avalon 
Municipal Hospital and Clinic. 
SB 1412 (Johnson) Chapter 1133,Statutesofl996 
Amends code provisions relating to the prohibition against self-interested contracts. 
SB 1419 (Maddy) Chapter 622, Statutes of 1996 
Modifies procedures for plan review and building inspection of medical clinics. 
SB 1421 (Johnson) Chapter 310, Statutes of 1996 
Allows the city council of a general law city to adopt a proposal on term limits for city council 
members without a vote of the people. 
SB 1431 (Committee on Local Government) Chapter 172, Statutes of 1996 
Validates the acts of state and local agencies (Third Validating Act of 1996). 
SB 1434 (Kelley) Chapter 352, Statutes of 1996 
Makes special provision for any proposal involving one or more district dissolutions of specified 
water districts within San Diego County. 
SB 1457 (Kopp) Chapter 1170, Statutes of 1996 
Amends procedure for responding to a grand jury report. 
SB 1471 (Russell) Chapter 625, Statutes of 1996 
Amends notice procedures prior to the actual filing of a foreclosure action. 
SB 1504 (Calderon) Chapter 1134, Statutes of 1996 
Modifies the Ralph M. Brown Act (Open Meeting Law). 
SB 1513 (Kelley) Chapter 75, Statutes of 1996 
Expands the purposes for which specified local agencies may issue sewer revenue bonds. 
SB 1520 (Johnston) Chapter 495, Statutes of 1996 
Expands the defl.nition of on-premises display and provides certain exemptions. 
SB 1542 (Peace) Chapter 399, Statutes of 1996 
Changes the San Diego Unified Port District Act. 
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SB 1544 (Peace) Chapter 1072, Statutes of 1996 
Modifies the conditions by which a school district may establish a School Facilities Improvement 
District (SFID) in order to issue bonds for financing school facilities needs. 
SB 1554 (Kelley) Chapter 447, Statutes of 1996 
Exempts from conf1icts of interest prohibitions officers of a municipal hospital, board of 
supervisors, or local health care district board in certain situations. 
SB 1563 (Wright) Chapter 211, Statutes of 1996 
Provides clarifying language regarding the transfer of property tax revenues in the event a merger 
transpires between a special district and certain cities. 
SB 1565 (Committee on Local Government) 
Enacts the Omnibus Local Government Act of 1996. 
Chapter 400, Statutes of 1996 
SB 1574 (Beverly) Chapter 115, Statutes of 1996 
Permits the appointment of local agency officers and officials to the governing boards of vector 
control and mosquito abatement districts notwithstanding common law and statutory restrictions 
precluding the simultaneous holding of incompatible offices. 
SB 1640 (Marks) Chapter 627, Statutes of 1996 
Amends graduated compliance procedure (state building standards) for buildings on closed 
military bases. 
SB 1691 (Craven) Chapter 314, Statutes of 1996 
Amends procedure relating to the reorganization of special districts, as specified. 
SB 1693 (Monteith) Chapter 569, Statutes of 1996 
Amends accounting procedure for unspent developer fees. 
SB 1737 (Alquist) Chapter 570, Statutes of 1996 
Increases the maximum value allowed for exemption of property taxation. 
SB 1845 (Leslie) Chapter 1058, Statutes of 1996 
Modifies the Educational Revenue Augmentation Fund (ERAF) reduction and transfer amount for 
counties that adopt a specified alternative (Teeter Plan) for distributing ad valorem property tax 
revenues. 
SB 1865 (Craven) Chapter 834, Statutes of 1996 
Adds a provision to chapter out an amendment made by AB 1197 (Takasugi) to Section 6591 of 
the Government Code. 
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SB 1896 (Costa) Chapter 300, Statutes of 1996 
Enacts the California Telecommunications Infrastructure Development Act. 
SB 1904 (Committee on Agriculture and Water Resources) Chapter 667, Statutes of 1996 
Makes numerous changes to statutes pertaining to various water issues. 
SB 1909 (Dills) VETO 
Enacts the Bradley-Burns Bill of Rights to establish the rights of local jurisdictions which contract 
with the State Board of Equalization (SBE) to administer local sales and use taxes or transactions 
and use taxes. 
SB 1914 (Johannessen) Chapter 356, Statutes of 1996 
Provides an alternative and optional procedure for bidding on the design and construction of 
building projects in the City of West Sacramento and the City of Davis. 
SB 1951 (Mello) VETO 
Modifies the Monterey Peninsula Water Management District Law (MPWMD) and the Pajaro 
Valley Water Manager Agency (PVWMA) Act. 
SB 1953 (Mello) Chapter317,Statutesof1996 
Amends procedure for the courthouse construction fund for Monterey County. 
SB 1954 (Mello) Chapter 1161, Statutes of 1996 
Makes changes in the Mello-Roos Community Facilities Act and the Marks-Roos Local Bond 
Pooling Act and validates Santa Cruz County fines and forfeiture distributions. 
SB 1998 (Mountjoy) Chapter 522, Statutes of 1996 
Establishes a process for the withdrawal of cities from the Los Angeles County free library system. 
SB 2092 (Haynes) Chapter 182, Statutes of 1996 
Expands local agencies' ability to hear matters in closed session under the Ralph M. Brown Act 
(i.e., the Open Meetings Law). 
SB 2106 (Russell) Chapter 801, Statutes of 1996 
Provides a technical clarification of how property taxation assessments of intercounty pipeline 
rights-of-way may be appealed. 
SB 2108 (Alquist) Chapter 685, Statutes of 1996 
Revises the procedures for contracts and procurement by the Santa Clara County Transit District. 
SB 2111 (Beverly) Chapter 169, Statutes of 1996 
Revises procedure whereby a municipal corporation may lease, sell, or transfer a public utility 
owned and operated by it for furnishing water. 
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SB 2112 (Leonard) Chapter 1119, Statutes of 1996 
Removes the statutes that prohibits the mayor of a chartered city in San Bernardino County from 
vetoing any order or resolution of the redevelopment agency or the community development 
commission. 
SB 2137 (Johannessen) Chapter 903, Statutes of 1996 
Expands powers of community service districts (CSDs). 
SB 2169 (O'Connell) VETO 
Makes declarations regarding investments in county treasuries. 
SB 1 X (O'Connell) Chapter 2, Statutes of 1995-96 
First Extraordinary Session Revises Natural Disaster Assistance Act. 
OTHER BILLS ASSIGNED TO COMMITTEE 
AB 5 (Boland) Prohibits public agencies from challenging the constitutionality of initiative 
measures approved by voters. In Senate E. & R. Committee: set final hearing; canceled by 
author. 
AB 15 (Pringle) Allows a general law county to contract for special services where practical and 
more economically beneficial than existing methods. Failed passage on Assembly floor. 
AB 43 (Burton) Requires any specified welfare recipient, upon submission of an application, to 
receive a building permit. In Assembly Local Government Committee: set, first hearing; canceled 
by author. 
AB 4 7 (Pringle) Prohibits or restricts investment in specified instruments, limit the term and 
amount of repurchase and reverse repurchase agreements for investment purposes, and would 
delete the legislative approval exception to the prohibition against investments that mature in over 
five years. In Assembly Local Government Committee: set, first hearing; canceled by author. 
AB 52 (Johnston) Declares that it is an abuse of the public trust for public entities to expend 
public funds for the purpose of funding lawsuits that challenge the validity of initiative statutes 
approved by the people, and would state that it is the intent of the Legislature to withdraw state 
funding from any public entity that utilizes public funds to mount such a challenge. In Senate E. 
& R. Committee: set second hearing; failed passage. 
AB 96 (Hannigan) Prohibits a public agency from approving a development project unless a 
demonstrable method exists for financing the necessary infrastructure. In Assembly Local 
Government Committee: set, first hearing; failed passage. 
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AB 102 (Alby) Modifies, commencing with the 1995-96 fiscal year. reduction and transfer 
provisions, by requiring the auditor for the County of Sacramento, if so directed by the board of 
supervisors for that county. to allocate property tax revenues to the Sunrise Recreation and Park 
District in those amounts that would be determined if the total annual revenues of that district, as 
provided, did not include specified development fee revenues that were received by that district 
during the 1989-90 fiscal year. Referred to Assembly Committee on Local Government. 
AB 125 (Rainey) Enables sanitary districts to purvey reclaimed water within a water district's 
service area, and would authorize the district to sell, or otherwise dispose of any nonpotable water. 
In Senate Judiciary Committee: set, first hearing; failed passage. 
AB 155 (Mazzoni) Specifies, under the Natural Disaster Assistance Act, that the floods that 
occurred as a result of the storms from January 6. 1995, to January 15. 1995. inclusive, be 
considered occurrences for which the state share may be 100% of total state eligible costs. 
Referred to Assembly Committee on Local Government. 
AB 184 (Bowler) Expands a general law county's existing special service contracting authority to 
include institutional food services. In Assembly Local Government Committee: set second 
hearing, failed passage; reconsideration granted 
AB 185 (W. Murray) Deletes the termination date of January 1, 1997, whereby the boards of 
supervisors of Butte, Los Angeles, Merced, Orange, San Bernardino, and Ventura counties were 
authorized to enter into contracts with private enterprise to provide services that required special 
experience, education, or training. Failed passage on Assembly Floor. 
AB 214 (Baca) Exempts any construction project undertaken for the Ontario International Airport 
Terminal, with an estimated cost of $250 million or more. In Assembly Local Government 
Committee: set first hearing, failed passage; reconsideration granted 
AB 309 (Alpert) Enacts the Public Library Learning and Literacy Expansion Act of 1996. 
In Assembly Appropriations Committee: set second hearing, failed passage; reconsideration 
granted 
AB 318 (Katz) Restricts rate setting authority of municipal water and power agencies. In Senate 
Local Government Committee: setfirst hearing; canceled by author. 
AB 337 (Campbell) Modifies property tax allocation and exempts police protection community 
service districts from the 1992-93 and 1993-94 property tax shifts. In Assembly Appropriations 
Committee: set, second hearing; held without recommendation. 
AB 342 (Hauser) Authorizes any city, county, or special district to contract with any Indian tribe 
to provide the latter with municipal services. In Assembly Local Government Committee: set, 
second hearing; canceled by author. 
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AB 351 (V. Brown) Provides an exemption for the Greater Vallejo Recreation District to remove 
one-time development fees from its annual revenue base. In AssemNv Appropriations Committee: 
set, second hearing; held vvithow recommendation. 
AB 405 (Bates) Clarifies certain park district responsibilities. In Senate Local Government 
Committee: set, first hearing; canceled hy author. 
AB 426 (K. Murray) Authorizes the board of supervisors of any county to provide for a separate 
fee of up to $10 for filing any statement, which would be collected to provide funding for 
consumer affairs protection and new business assistance within the county. In Assembly Local 
Government Committee: set, first hearing; canceled by author. 
AB 439 (McPherson) Provides an exemption for the Monterey Peninsula Regional Park District 
to remove a one-time grant from its annual revenue base. In Assembly Appropriations Committee: 
failed passage; reconsideration granted. 
AB 458 (Ducheny) Motion to reconsider made. For nuisance abatement, strengthens tax and 
ownership disincentives of holding vacant property. In Conference Committee. 
AB 459 (Ducheny) Allows recordings to have the same priority as municipal tax liens, with 
respect to recording abatement liens for collecting nuisance abatement costs against a parcel. In 
Assembly Local Government Committee: set, second hearing: canceled by author. 
AB 4 77 (Katz) Authorizes a county to forego the collection of a tax, assessment, penalty, or other 
amount owed to the county where that amount is less than $25. but would prohibit a county from 
foregoing the collection of any amount owed the county that exceeds the costs of collecting that 
amount, as determined by the tax collector. Referred to Senate Committee on Local Government. 
AB 584 (Rainey) Revises general plan provisions relating to public water systems. In Senate 
Com. on Agr.& Wat. Res.: setfirst hearing, canceled by author. 
AB 595 (Knox) Requires the legislative body of the county, city, or local agency to pass a 
resolution of explanation, if issuance of bonds is not scheduled for six months after election. 
Referred to Assembly Local Government Committee. 
AB 719 (Lee) Revises provisions relating to public construction project insurance. In Assembly 
Local Government Committee: set, first hearing: canceled by author. 
AB 840 (Villaraigosa) Amends findings applicable to housing development disapproval. In 
Assembly Local Government Committee: set, second hearing: canceled by author. 
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AB 866 (Aguiar) Provides that, with respect to the lease of a motor vehicle, it shall be 
conclusively presumed that the use of the motor vehicle by the lessee occurs in the taxing district 
where the lease was negotiated, thereby making the presumption applicable for the duration of the 
lease. In Assembly Local Government Committee: set, .first hearing; canceled by author. 
AB 930 (Harvey) Authorizes ajoint powers entity, composed of public water agencies, to 
purchase or lease electrical power for resale, and control facilities for providing electrical power, 
to its member agencies for purposes of pumping water. In Senate Com. on E., U, & C.: 
hearing postponed by committee. 
AB 960 (Gallegos) Requires the legislative body to deny approval of a tentative map, or a parcel 
map for which no tentative map, is required, if the property line of the site for which map approval 
is sought is located within 2,000 feet of any point on the boundary line of the property on which a 
solid waste disposal facility or transformation facility is sited. In Assembly Natural Resources 
Committee: set, second hearing failed passage. 
AB 1005 (Cortese) Revises general plan provisions relating to public water systems. In Assembly 
Local Government Committee: set, .first hearing, failed passage; reconsideration granted. 
AB 1074 (Katz) Extends the time frame within which a conducting authority must adopt a 
resolution of finding in an annexation. Referred to Senate Local Government Committee. 
AB 1076 (Katz) Repeals the requirement for the Department of Finance to submit their annual 
report on new state mandates to the Legislature. In Senate Local Government Committee: 
set, first hearing; canceled by author. 
AB 1089 (Morrow) Allows city-depndent community service districts, for the 1993-94 property 
tax shift, receive Proposition 172 funds to compensate for the property tax revenue loss. 
In Senate Local Government Committee. * 
AB 1244 (Frusetta) Repeals one method of calculating interest paid on impounded taxes which 
are refunded. In Assembly Local Government Committee: hearing postponed by committee. 
AB 1257 (Caldera) Extends by 90 days the two-year time period by which a county assessment 
appeals board can make final determination for reduction in property value. On Senate Inactive 
File. * 
AB 1250 (House) Prohibits a county recorder from recording any document transferring title of 
any lands owned by the state to the federal government without the approval of the Legislature. 
In Assembly Local Government Committee: set, first hearing; canceled by author. 
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AB 1263 (Knight) Authorizes the Castaic Lake Water Agency, with specified exceptions, to 
exercise the powers and authority granted to districts under the County Water District Law for 
purposes of providing retail water service. In Assembly Local Government Committee: set, first 
hearing; canceled hy author. 
AB 1326 (Mazzoni) Creates a joint powers authority called the Sonoma-Marin Railroad Authority 
comprised ofthe counties of Sonoma and Marin and the Golden Gate Bridge. Highway and 
Transportation District. In Senate Transportation Committee: hearing postponed by committee. 
AB 1339 (Sweeney) Prohibits local agencies from exempting or reducing an existing tax for a 
proposed development. In Assembly Local Government Committee: set, first hearing; canceled 
by author. 
AB 1340 (Sweeney) Allows for specified cities in the County of Alameda, and all cities in the 
County of Santa Clara, to enter into mutually binding agreements with their respective counties to 
adopt plans for preserving land as open space. Died on Assembly Inactive File. 
AB 1341 (Sweeney) Requires a city and a county to have adopted a valid annexation agreement 
before the county may approve development within the city's sphere of influence if the 
development requires an amendment to the general plan, a zoning change or variance or other 
discretionary entitlement, as specified. In Assembly Local Government Committee. set second 
hearing, failed passage. 
AB 13 75 (Napolitano) Funds school crossing guards from fines and forfeitures. In Assembly 
Local Government Committee: setfirst hearing, failed passage: reconsideration granted 
AB 1392 (Conroy) Provides that authorization for work on county highways be subject to 
adoption of a resolution by a 4/5 vote of the county board of supervisors; requires all expenditures 
for the construction of any unit of work estimated to be in excess of $10,000, shall be by contract 
let to the lowest bidder after competitive bidding. In Assembly Local Government Committee: set 
second hearing, canceled by author. 
AB 1419 (McPherson) Provides that whenever a local agency in the Counties of Monterey, San 
Benito, or Santa Cruz prepares an invitation for bid for a construction contract on a military base 
subject to federal base closure and realignment provisions, the local agency would be required to 
award a 5% preference to any responsible bidder that is a business or corporation located in one of 
those counties and meets other qualifications, as specified. In Assembly Local Government 
Committee: set second hearing, canceled by author. 
AB 1422 (Mazzoni) Modifies school districts' revenue limit, as specified. In Assembly 
Appropriations Committee: set second hearing, failed passage: reconsideration granted. 
AB 1427 (Bates) Provides that notwithstanding any other provision of law. the County of 
Alameda may adopt and implement a biennial budget and that its budget shall otherwise conform 
to statutory requirements for county budgets. In Assembly Local Government Committee: setflrst 
hearing, canceled by author. 
AB 1453 (McPherson) Creates a state-mandated local program, by adding a mandatory 
agriculture element, with respect to county general plans, which would replace consideration of 
agriculture in the mandatory land use element. In Assembly Local Government Committee: .s·et 
second hearing, canceled by author. 
AB 1517 (Brewer) Makes the authorization whereby local agency formation commissions take 
proceedings for the adoption, amendment, and repeal of regulations affecting the functions and 
services of special districts, inapplicable to the Orange County Transportation Authority and· its 
consolidated and affiliated agencies, as specified. In Assembly Local Government Committee: 
hearing postponed by committee. 
AB 153 7 (Aguiar) Provides that, unless fully funded by the state, a state-mandated local program 
shall not apply to any local agency or school district. To Assembly Inactive File. 
AB 1546 (Knox) Authorizes the lease of city property for those specific purposes for a period 
exceeding 55 years, but not exceeding 99 years if the same conditions are met. In Assembly Local 
Government Committee: set, first hearing; canceled by author. 
AB 1574 (K. Murray) Authorizes an additional assessment adjustment for replenishment districts. 
To Assembly Inactive File. * 
AB 1580 (Bowen) Requires each state and local agency to place, on newly created forms 
requiring completion, a voluntary release of information clause allowing sale of information for 
commercial solicitation purposes. In Assembly Local Government Committee: set, jirst hearing; 
canceled by author. 
AB 1733 (Boland) Authorizes counties and/or cities to require a private entity to bid 
for the right to provide a pool camera for the purpose of distributing televised images of court 
proceedings. In Assembly Judiciary Committee: setfzrst hearing, failed passage; reconsideration 
granted. 
AB 1765 (Baldwin) Requires, commencing with the 1996-97 fiscal year, the county auditor to 
annually allocate to cities that amount of ad valorem property tax revenue that is derived from the 
assessed value of real property, or any portion thereof, that is leased by that city during the fiscal 
year. In Assembly Local Government Committee: set. first hearing; canceled by author. 
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AB 1776 (Aguiar) Defines the prequalification process for bidders on Southern California 
Regional Rail Authority projects. In Senate Tramportation C 'ommittee: set. first hearing; 
canceled by author. 
AB 1787 (Brewer) Expands findings requirements for specified boards of supervisors that 
contract with private enterprise, including findings related to operations and capital improvements, 
and provides for penalties as against individual supervisors. In Assembly Local Government 
Committee: set first hearing, failed passage; reconsideration granted. 
AB 1 796 (Richter) Provides $400 million for disaster relief for flood damage victims in the Yuba 
County region in February 1986. In Assembly Appropriations Committee: set second hearing, 
fililed passage; reconsideration granted. 
AB 1799 (V. Brown) Reorganizes and revises the Subdivision Map Act in various respects, as it 
applies to lot line adjustment, parcel mergers, and the issuance of certificates of compliance and 
conditional certificates of compliance. In Assembly Local Government Committee: set, first 
hearing; canceled by author. 
AB 1844 (Alby) Prohibits a county, city, or district from hiring a person for employment at, or 
hiring a volunteer to perform services at, a county, city, or district operated park, playground, 
recreational center, or beach used for recreational purposes, who would be in a position having any 
direct contact with any minor if the person has been convicted of any of those criminal offense. 
Referred to Assembly Committee on Local Government. 
AB 1863 (Morrow) Provides that a city council that is the board of a community service district 
that is a subsidiary district of a city may determine, by resolution adopted by a majority vote, that 
it is feasible, economically sound, and in the public interest to. exercise powers for additional 
purposes. Referred to Assembly Committee on Local Government. 
AB 1865 (Baldwin) Prohibits public agencies from expenditures challenging the constitutionality 
or enforcement of proposed amendments or revisions to the State Constitution, from preventing 
placement of such changes on ballots, or advocacy related thereto; and, requires procedures for 
voter approval notwithstanding the above. In Assembly Local Government Committee: set, first 
hearing; canceled by author. 
AB 1877 (Machado) Requires, subject to a certain exception, parcels of real property, zoned for 
either agricultural or timber production purposes, to contain a combined total of no more than one 
dwelling unit, under the same ownership, to be treated as a single assessment unit for purposes of 
parcel taxes and benefit assessments, other than a tax or assessment that is levied pursuant to a 
specified act or is first adopted prior to an unspecified date. In Assembly Local Government 
Committee: set, first hearing; canceled by author. 
AB 1928 (Sweeney) Revises the general plan reporting process. To Assembly Inactive File. * 
AB 1929 (Sweeney) Authorizes two or more legislative bodies to enter into an agreement for each 
legislative body to adopt goals and policies in their respective general plans to provide for the 
regional management of common or shared resources. in order to provide for the long-term 
protection of wildlife habitat, to ensure the preservation of open space, and to provide for 
improved access to public parklands. To Senate Inactive File. 
AB 1931 (Sweeney) Appropriates an unspecified amount for property tax administration costs. 
In Assembly Appropriations Committee: set second hearing, failed passage; reconsideration 
granted. 
AB 1957 (Speier) Modifies Proposition 172 maintenance-of-effort language. In Assembly Local 
Government Committee: setfirst hearing, failed passage; reconsideration granted 
AB 1984 (Baca) Held under submission. Shortens the number of Local Agency Military Base 
Recovery Areas (LAMBRAs) from five to eight and shortens the application time from one to six 
months. In Assembly Appropriations Committee: set, second hearing; held under submission. 
AB 2024 (Margett) Provides that proceedings for the creation of a proposed county shall be 
initiated by petition or majority vote of the Legislature and that the petition or law shall contain 
the specified information. In Assembly Local Government Committee: setfirst hearing, 
canceled by author. 
AB 2043 (Boland) Provides an exception in the process for a city detachment. Failed passage on 
Senatefloor, reconsideration granted 
AB 2080 (McPherson) Requires public beaches to be posted with warning signs ifthey have 
failed to meet specific bacteriological standards. In Senate Appropriations Committee: placed on 
suspense file. 
AB 2081 (Conroy) Expands the ability of counties to contract for services. Failed passage on 
Assembly floor. 
AB 2083 (Miller) Authorizes local agencies to contract with private entities for the provision of 
public services. Failed passage on Assembly floor. 
AB 2084 (Richter) Authorizes Butte County to deposit revenues in the general fund that would 
have otherwise be deposited in the county's local transportation fund. In Assembly Local 
Government Committee: set first hearing, canceled by author. 
AB 2109 (Pringle) Requires the local agency formation commission (LAFCO) in Orange County 
to consolidate or merge sanitary districts, water districts, wholesale water services, and city water 
service functions. In Senate Appropriations Committee: placed on suspense file. 
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AB 2115 (Bowen) Authorizes a business to choose not to participate in the assessment set by the 
Los Angeles county Tourism Marketing Commission. In Assembly Utilities and Commerce 
Committee: setfirst hearing, failed passage. 
AB 2148 (Rainey) Provides that any person adversely affected by local building or safety 
standards which are more strict than state standards. may appeal to the California Building 
Standards Commission for a written opinion as to necessity and propriety of the standard, and 
assess impact of standard on low and medium income housing. Referred to Assembly Local 
Government Committee. 
AB 2151 (Hannigan) Would create the Yolo County Transportation District in Yolo County. 
prescribe the membership of the district's governing board, and prescribe the functions. powers, 
and duties of the district. Referred to Assembly Coms. on Transportation and Local Government. 
AB 2158 (Burton) Would allow a majority of a governing board of a city, county, or city and 
county to place before the voters, for their approval by a two-thirds vote, an increase of less than 
one percent in the transactions and use tax, to be used exclusively for funding breast and prostrate 
cancer treatment and medical research. Referred to Assembly Corns. on Revenue and Taxation and 
Local Government: hearing postponed by committee. 
AB 2167 (Richter) Originally altered the way the state distributes property tax revenues to a 
system based on population rather than the current system related to Proposition 13 and AB 8 
passed in 1978. This bill was gutted and was rewrote as the Third Validating Act of 1996. 
In Conference Committee. 
AB 2178 (Miller) Requires a county board to notify any city in writing of an application for 
reduction in assessment that is tiled with respect to any property located within that city, within 30 
days after the filing of the application with the county board. Referred to Assembly Coms. on 
Revenue and Taxation and Local Government: hearing postponed by committee. 
AB 2196 (Alby) Authorizes board members of the Northridge Water District by resolution, to 
increase the number ofboard members by two, if the Sacramento County Local Agency Formation 
Commission orders an annexation of territory to that district. Referred to Assembly Committee on 
Local Government. 
AB 2203 (Rainey) Authorizes the East Bay Municipal Utility District (EBMUD) to impose rates 
on a tiered or differential basis. Failed passage on Assemblyfloor. 
AB 2228 (Mazzoni) Expands the Educational Revenue Augmentation Fund (ERAF) provisions 
relating to special education programs to all counties. In Assembly Appropriations Committee: set 
second hearing; held under submission. 
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AB 2232 (Woods) Allows Siskiyou County to petition for full reimbursement from the state for 
a particular homicide prosecution. In Senate Appropriations Committee; setfirst hearing, 
canceled by author. 
AB 2260 (Kuykendall) Repeals obsolete reference to responsibilities of Treasurer that were 
deleted by the repeal ofthe Districts Securities Law. WITHDRAWNfrom Committee; rereferred 
to Assembly Banking and Finance Committee. 
AB 2268 (Thompson) Requires the Department of Finance to prepare a report within 21 days 
after introduction of a bilL within five days of amendment of the bill, and in other specified 
circumstances. In Assembly Local Government Committee; set first hearing, canceled by author. 
AB 2316 (Cannella) Limits charge with respect to any sales and use tax imposed by the County 
of Stanislaus to fund countywide library programs and operations to the actual cost, as determined 
by the Auditor General, but not to exceed 5% of the revenues collected. Referred to Assembly 
Corns. on Local Government and Revenue and Taxation; setfirst hearing, canceled by author. 
AB 2346 (Rainey) Provides an exception in the process for a district detachment. Failed passage 
on Assembly floor. 
AB 2354 (Mazzoni) Continues vital statistic records fees. Failed passage on Assembly floor. 
AB 2363 (Kaloogian) Authorizes state agencies to contract for personal services, subject only to 
the condition that the agency contract pursuant to a request for qualifications process or a 
publicized, competitive bidding process. Referred to Assembly Cams. on CP., G. E. & E. D. and 
Local Government. WITHDRAWN from committee; referred to P.E.,R .. & SS. 
AB 2379 (Margett) Creates the Government Reform and Accountability Act of 1996. In Senate 
Appropriations Committee; placed on suspense file. 
AB 2403 (Miller) Modifies the Ralph M. Brown Act. In Assembly Appropriations Committee: 
set first hearing, failed passage. 
AB 2404 (Miller) Requires a local agency to hold a public hearing under certain circumstances. 
In Assembly Appropriations Committee: set first hearing, canceled by author. 
AB 2406 (Villaraigosa) Restores the two highest personal income tax rates of 10% and 11% for 
purposes of generating revenues for local agencies. In Assembly Local Government Committee: 
set, first hearing, failed passage; reconsideration granted 
AB 2455 (Battin) Authorizes cities to contract out the provision of municipal services. 
To Assembly Inactive File. 
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AB 2467 (Rainey) Expands authorization for terminating solid waste contracts, franchises, 
licenses and permits after a change of local organization. Referred to Senate Com. on G. 0. 
AB 2469 (Cannella) Provides for substitute security for improvements to subdivisions upon 
property transfer. In Assembly Local Government Committee: setfzrst hearing, failed passage; 
reconsideration granted 
AB 2496 (Margett) Specifies, where plans and specifications have been prepared for a public 
project, to be put out for formal or informal bid, and the department subsequently elects to perform 
the work by day's labor, the department shall perform the work in strict accordance with the plans 
and specifications. In Assembly Local Government Committee: set second hearing, canceled by 
author. 
AB 2526 (Miller) Provides that any person arrested for violation of a city ordinance or any 
provision of a municipal code may be released upon the issuance of a citation, according to 
prescribed procedures. Referred to Assembly Com. on Local Government. 
AB 2531 (Goldsmith) Revises and recasts provision specifying procedures for graffiti removal 
and recovery of costs. WITHDRAWN/rom Committee; rereferred to Assembly Public Safety 
Committee. 
AB 2552 (Battin) Requires a city, county, or city and county, to issue a permit for a residential 
improvement made as a result of an order, judgment, or settlement of a construction defect claim 
pursuant to specified provisions. WITHDRA WNfrom Committee; rereferred to Assembly 
Judiciary Committee. 
AB 2572 (Burton) Expands authority of local agencies with respect to airports. Referred to 
Senate Local Government Committee. 
AB 2586 (Morrow) Adds a ninth member to the local agency formation commission representing 
cities and would require the designation of an alternate for each member representing cities, in 
addition to the alternate for the City of San Diego. Referred to Assembly Local Government 
Committee. 
AB 2638 (Bowler) Eases local parking restrictions and prohibitions on commercial dump trucks 
and transfer units. In Senate Transportation Committee: setfzrst hearing, canceled by author. 
AB 2725 (Hoge) Repeals existing provisions that allow the City oflndustry to adopt a housing 
element which makes no provision for new housing. Referred to Assembly Cams. on H. & CD. 
and Local Government: set first hearing, canceled by author. 
AB 2753 (Kaloogian) Authorizes the privatization of lifeguard services for state beaches in the 
Carlsbad area. In Assembly Local Government Committee: set second hearing, failed passage. 
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AB 2754 (Kaloogian). Expands the ability of local agencies to contract for fire protection 
services. In Assembly Local Government Committee: set second hearing, jcliled passage. 
AB 2784 (Hauser) Establishes a procedure to implement a motorist-aid call box safety program 
in rural counties. From Assembly Local Government Committee: to interim study. 
AB 2792 (Baldwin) Permits the governing body of a city or county to make changes or 
modification in the requirements contained in the California Building Standards Code and other 
regulations adopted pursuant to the State Housing Law. In Assembly Local Government 
Committee: set first hearing, canceled by author. 
AB 2828 (Sweeney) Reduces the local agency property tax contribution to the Educational 
Revenue Augmentation Fund (ERAF). In Assembly Appropriations Committee: set second 
hearing; held under submission. 
AB 2846 (Sweeney) Requires cities and counties to adopt and agree upon infrastructure 
development standards for territory outside a city's boundaries, yet within its sphere of influence, 
and planned for within the city's general plan. In Assembly Appropriations Committee: setfirst 
hearing; failed passage. 
AB 2854 (Lee) Appropriates $1,800,000 annually from the State Highway Account to the 
Controller for allocation to the County of Alameda for the purpose of funding maintenance and 
operational costs of movable span bridges over the Oakland inner harbor tidal canal. 
WITHDRAWN from Committee; rereferred to Assembly Transportation Committee. 
AB 2864 (Sweeney) Permits the Fremont City Council to submit an ordinance to the voters to 
provide for an at-large election of seven city council members. Referred to Senate Local 
Government. 
AB 2938 (Bates) Allows cities to increase their property tax rate to make payments in support of 
pensiOn programs. In Assembly Revenue and Taxation Committee: set first heari11g, failed 
passage. 
AB 2951 (Hannigan) Authorizes Solano County to impose a sales tax of .125% for library 
services. In Assembly Revenue and Taxation Committee: setfirst hearing, failed passage. 
AB 2971 (Olberg) Mojave Water Agency Law: groundwater pollution: remediation. 
WITHDRAWNfrom Assembly Local Government Committee; rereferred to Assembly Water, arks 
and Wildlife Committee. 
AB 2995 (Kuykendall) Restructures the composition of the Los Angeles County Metropolitan 
Transportation Authority (LACMTA). In Assembly Appropriations Committee: set second 
hearing, canceled by author. 
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AB 2996 (Hannigan) Requires the juvenile court to consider, among other criteria, the financial 
capabilities of the county in all deliberations relating to juvenile offenders. Referred to Assembly 
Cams. on Public Safety and Local Government: set, second hearing; canceled by author. 
AB 2997 (Bustamante) Appropriates $100,000 to the Department of Parks and Recreation for a 
grant to the City of Dinuba to be used for swimming pool modernization. WJTHDRA WN from 
Committee: rereferred to Assembly Budget Committee. 
AB 3000 (Granlund) Requires a county tax collector to offer to sell a new tax certificatea to the 
holder of the outstanding certificate for a period of one month after the tax collector provides 
notice by registered mail to that certificate holder that a new certificate is to be issued for an 
additional defaulted amount levied with respect to the same parcel. WITHDRA WNfrom 
committee; rereferred to Assembly Revenue and Taxation Committee. 
AB 3002 (Granlund) Modifies provisions relating to the Local Agency Military Base Recovery 
Area Act (LAMBRA). In Senate Revenue and Taxation Committee: set first hearing; failed 
passage. 
AB 3024 (Sher) Repeals provisions of existing law which designate the Governor's Office of 
Planning and Research, as the responsible statewide agency for developing state land use policies, 
coordinating planning of all state agencies, and assisting and monitoring local and regional 
planning. In Assembly Local Government Committee: set first hearing, canceled by author. 
AB 3053 (Brulte) Reforms procedure for imposing taxes on new development. Failed passage on 
Assembly floor. 
AB 3065 (Richter) Provides for purposes of meeting the maintenance of effort requirement, that 
expenditures for street and highway purposes made by Orange County or any city in the county of 
money derived from the fuel tax revenues received by the Orange County Transportation 
Authority pursuant to specified provisions related to the county, shall be considered expenditures 
from the city's or county's general fund Referred to Assembly Cams. on Transportation and Local 
Government. 
AB 3070 (Granlund) Relates to judgments against county service areas (CSAs). Failed passage 
on Assembly floor. 
AB 3118 (Kuykendall) Improves legislative oversight of the Unclaimed Property Fund (UPF) by 
removing the continuous appropriations authority and making appropriations from the UPF 
subject to annual review by the Legislature. Referred to Senate Committee on Insuran~e. 
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AB 3149 (Bordonaro) Expands the ability of counties to contract for park maintenance. 
To Senate Inactive File. 
AB 3156 (Martinez) Imposes a state-mandated local program by requiring that, effective 
January 1. 1997, the transit police department of the authority be consolidated with the Los 
Angeles county Sheriffs Department or the Los Angeles Police Department. or both. In Assembly 
Local Government Committee: set second hearing, canceled hy author. 
AB 3161 (Hannigan) Allows the City of Woodland to 1mpose a transactions and use tax. In 
Assembly Revenue and Taxation Committee: setfirst hearing, failed passage. 
AB 3166 (Martinez) Provides cause for issuance of an inspection warrant with respect to a home 
business office. In Assembly Local Government Committee: held without recommendation. 
AB 3168 (Martinez) Directs the Legislative Analyst to conduct a study on the fiscal impact of 
dividing Los Angeles County into three counties. In Assembly Local Government Committee: set 
first hearing, failed passage; reconsideration granted. 
AB 3174 (Brulte) Statutorily reverses court decisions concerning developer fees and tightens the 
restrictions on fees that can be charged on new property development In Senate Housing and 
Land Use Committee: set second hearing; failed passage. 
AB 3175 (Brulte) Requires a district to attempt to raise local bond revenue before levying fees on 
development projects for the construction of schools. In Senate Housing and Land Use 
Committee: set second hearing; failed passage. 
AB 3189 (Baugh) Authorizes the Orange County board of supervisors to issue a note on behalf of 
the county board of education, a school district, or a community college district, and if the board 
declines to do so, would authorize the county board of education, a school district or community 
college district to issue notes in its own name under an expedited procedure. In Assembly Local 
Government Committee: set first hearing, canceled by author. 
AB 3190 (Friedman) Amends the Cigarette and Tobacco Products Tax Law dealing specifically 
with county and city and county taxation of cigarette and tobacco products. In Assembly Local 
Government Committee: set first hearing, canceled by author. 
AB 3192 (Escutia) Requires local government officials who appear before another local 
government agency to disclose the names of any person, o·ther than the official's own government 
agency, from whom the official has been compensated during the previous 12 months for the 
purpose of influencing any decision of the agency before which the meeting is being held. In 
Assembly Local Government Committee: set first hearing, canceled by author. 
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AB 3211 (Morrow) Allows a county to collect a criminal justice administration fee for other 
public agencies at the time of arraignment. In Senate Judiciw:v Committee: set second hearing, 
failed passage; reconsideration granted 
AB 3239 (Sher) Expands tax authority of San Mateo County. In Assembly Revenue and Taxation 
Committee: setfirst hearing; failed passage. 
AB 3301 (Boland) Creates until July 15, 1998, the California Intergovernmental Efficiency 
Commission in state government with a specified membership of appointees and ex officio 
members. Referred to Assembly Com. on Local Government. 
AB 3324 (Richter) Establishes the Best Value Purchasing Act that would apply in lieu of existing 
provisions governing the procurement of goods and services, with limited exceptions. 
WITHDRAWN from Committee; rereferred to Assembly Consumer Protection Committee. 
AB 3334 (Brewer) Requires a county auditor, for the 1996-97 fiscal year, to allocate to the 
county no less than 23% of the ad valorem property tax revenues collected in the county for that 
fiscal year. In Assembly Local Government Committee: setfirst hearing, canceled by author. 
AB 3435 (Bowen) Authorizes a city or county to impose a sales tax on munitions for the 
purposes of funding programs related to trauma care, hospital care, juvenile delinquency, gang 
intervention or gun safety. In Assembly Local Government Committee: set final hearing, failed 
passage. 
ACA 7 (Pringle) Provides a procedure for the suspension and elimination of all state-mandated 
programs where the Commission on State Mandates determines that sufficient funds have not been 
appropriated by the Legislature. In Assembly Local Government Committee; set, first hearing; 
canceled by author. 
ACA 8 (Goldsmith) Creates the Government Reform and Accountability Act of 1996 which 
confirms the right of local government to decline to perform or comply with state mandates 
because of reductions in revenue or failure of the state to fully fund the cost of these mandates. 
Rereferred to Assembly Com. on E.,R.&C.A. 
ACA 24 (Baldwin) Amends the State Constitution to prohibit public agencies from expenditures 
challenging the constitutionality or enforcement of proposed amendments or revisions to the State 
Constitution, from preventing placement of such changes on ballots, or advocacy related thereto; 
and. requires procedures for voter approval notwithstanding the above. In Assembly Local 
Government Committee: set, first hearing; canceled by author. 
SB 36 (Killea) Extends the sunset provision regarding the $1 fee on vehicle registration for 
vehicle theft and driving under the influence programs to January 1, 2000. To Assembly Inactive 
File. * 
SB 62 (Hayden) Prohibits any person who contracts with any local agency for any contract 
involving bonds, securities, investment or financial advisory services. or bond and disclosure 
counseling from making a contribution to elected officials of the local agency within a specified 
time period. WITHDRAWNfrom Committee; rereferred to Assembly ER.&C.A. Committee: set 
second hearing, failed passage; reconsideration granted. 
SB 80 (Mello) Provides that a master environmental impact report may be used for the Fort Ord 
Reuse Plan. In Assembly Local Government Committee: hearing postponed by committee. 
SB 127 (Thompson)Makes revisions to provisions whereby counties with a population of under 
300,000 contract with the State Department of Health Services to administer the County Medical 
Services Program. WITHDRAWN from committee: rereferred to the Assembly Appropriati(ms 
Committee. 
SB 196 (Kopp) Places conflict of interest restrictions on local government funds deposited in 
financial institutions where a local public official sits on the board of the financial institution. In 
Assembly Banking and Finance; hearing postponed by committee. 
SB 226 (Russell) Extends provisions, whereby the County Employees Retirement Law of 1937 
includes deferred compensation in the def1nition of "compensation" for retirement funding and 
benefit computation purposes in Los Angeles County, to all county plans. WITHDRAWNfrom 
committee; rereferred to the Assembly Appropriations Committee. 
SB 229 (Boatwright) Prohibits the total amount of a city's property tax shift to the Educational 
Revenue Augmentation Fund (ERAF) from exceeding the amount received by each city in 1979 
state assistance payments. In Assembly Appropriations Committee: set, second hearing; held 
under submission. * 
SB 251 (Ayala) Authorizes the San Bernardino County board of supervisors to levy and collect a 
tax or assessment for purposes of paying the costs of carrying out those activities involved in 
connection with the national pollutant discharge elimination system (NPDES), as specified under 
federal law. WITHDRAWN from Committee; rereferred to Assembly Public Safety Committee. 
SB 288 (Russell) Requires a city council to disestablish a parking and business improvement 
area if presented with a request for disestablishment signed by 50% or more business owners in the 
area. In Assembly Local Government Committee: hearing postponed by committee. 
SB 340 (Craven) Establishes an alternative procedure by which a local agency may sell or assign 
all of its right, titleand interest in and to any or all accounts. In Senate Local Government 
Committee: motion to recommend concurrence in Assembly amendments failed. 
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SB 3 74 (Alquist) Authorizes the Golden Gate Bridge, Highway and Transportation District to 
purchase specified types of specialized equipment by competitive negotiation. WITHDRAWN 
from committee; rereferred to Assembly Revenue and Taxation Committee. 
SB 652 (O'Connell) Requires that $3.75 million of the transfer of property tax to schools in San 
Luis Obispo County be paid from property taxes imposed on state-assessed. rather than 
locally-assessed property. In Assembly Appropriations Committee: set, second hearing: held 
under submission. * 
SB 674 (Craven) Requires the Orange Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO) to 
determine the property tax exchange for an annexation by the City of Laguna Hills in Orange 
County. In Assembly Local Government Committee: set, second hearing; canceled by author. 
SB 736 (Hayden) Imposes restrictions on Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation 
Authority members and employees. In Assembly Local Government Committee: hearing 
postponed by committee. 
SB 738 (Hayden) Modifies the Cortese-Knox Local Government Reorganization Act of 1985. In 
Assembly Local Government Committee: set final hearing, jailed passage. 
SB 760 (Lockyer) Creates the State-Local Corrections Partnership Act for the purposes of 
transferring to participating local governments to responsibility for specified populations of the 
state prison and Department of the Youth Authority. In Conference Committee. 
SB 763 (Greene) Places a $4 billion K-12 and Higher Education public school bond measure on 
the November 1996 statewide ballot, proposes to streamline and simplify the current State School 
Building Lease-Purchase Program, and addresses the issue of fees for school facilities charged to 
low-income development projects. Failed passage on Assembly floor; reconsideration granted 
SB 908 (Polanco) Modifies the powers and authority ofthe Los Angeles County Tourism 
Selection Committee (LACTSC) and the Los Angeles County Tourism Marketing Commission 
(LACTMC). To Assembly Inactive File. 
SB 1024 (Johnston) Permits cities and counties to contract with private entities to provide police 
and sheriff services, on conditions of reimbursement, fulfillment of existing obligations, and a 
pre-contract hearing. In Assembly Local Government Committee: set, second hearing: canceled 
by author. 
SB I 066 (Campbell) Limits school impact fees on low-income residential development; 
strengthens identification, refunding, and accounting requirements regarding developer fee 
proceeds; and, subjects charges and exactions on development to fee nexus requirements, with 
specified exceptions. Failed passage on Assembly floor. 
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SB 1097 (Hayden) Provides that no subventions may be made, in accordance with prescribed 
provisions of law, to the County of Los Angeles for the purposes of any f1ood control project on 
the Los Angeles River unless the Legislature makes a tlnding and determination, in the Budget 
Act that the project meets specified conditions. To Assembly Corns. on W. P. & W and L. GOV: 
hearing postponed by committee. 
SB 1232 (Lockyer). Requires the Alameda County Local Agency Formation Commission to 
approve the reorganization of the Union Sanitary District and the Alameda County Water District 
into a single successor agency. In Conference Committee. 
SB 1389 (Craven) Requires majority or two-thirds voter approval for certain local taxes. In 
Assembly Local Government Committee: set first hearing, failed passage; reconsideration 
granted 
SB 1398 (Johnston) Makes technical and substantive changes to the California Tourism Marketing 
Act. WITHDRA WNfrom Committee; rereferrred to Assembly Utilities and Commerce Committee. 
SB 1628 (Solis) Requires notice, hearing and regulation of sexually oriented businesses. 
To Assembly Inactive File. 
SB 1708 (Alquist) Requires subdivision designs to include opportunities for active heating or 
cooling opportunities, and would give examples of these opportunities. To Assembly Committees 
on Housing and Community Development and Local Government. 
SB 1710 (Costa) Creates the San Joaquin Corridor Joint Powers Board. In Assembly 
Appropriations: setfirst hearing, canceled by author. 
SB 1842 (Petris) Makes provisions applicable to real property within any portion of the 
Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District that is coterminous with the boundaries of a city or the 
boundaries of contiguous cities, including properties added to the district. To Assembly Corns. on 
Rev. & Tax. and Local Government. 
SB 1940 (Leslie) Modifies the Educational Revenue Augmentation Fund (ERAF) reduction and 
transfer provisions of ad valorem property tax revenues for volunteer fire protection districts, as 
defined. In Assembly Appropriations Committee: set, second hearing; held under submission. 
SB 1958 (Mello) Expands the taxing authority of all 58 counties. In Conference Committee. 
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SB 11 x (Mello) Makes technical amendments to sections of the Fish & Game Code: requires 
agency coordination in cleanup of the Pajaro, Cannel, and Salinas rivers: creates the Pajaro River 
Basin Flood Control Authority Act. In Assembly Appropriations Committee: set second hearing, 
failed passage; reconsideration granted 
* .Jubject matter changed after being heard in Committee. 
Individual ana(vsis is available on the host system or in the committee office (317 3). 
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AB2178 Miller 'City/County Powers- Assessment Notification Referred to Assembly Rev!Tax&Local Govt 
SB 349 ;Kopp , City/County Powers - Bankruptcy Oversight Vetoed 
'City/County Powers- Bidding 
""~--~" "~~~~~--
AB 1392 'Conroy Assembly Local Govt Committee 
~ ---~--""-~~-
AB 1717 "Goldsmith City/County Powers - Bidding Chapter 663. Statutes of 1995 
--~~--" 
--
AB 1419 :McPherson , City/County Powers - Bidding Assembly Local Govt Committee 
SB 429 !Polanco , City/County Powers - Bidding Chapter 897, Statutes of 1995 
---·-~-
SB 2092 !Haynes City/County Powers - Brown Act Chapter 182, Statutes of 1996 
AB 1427 iBates City/County Powers - Budgets Assembly Local Govt Committee 
--
AB 2792 !Baldwin City/County Powers - Building Standards Assembly Local Govt Committee 
"---
SB 1419 jMaddy City/County Powers - Building Standards Chapter 622, Statutes of 1996 
!Rainey 
-~ 
AB 2148 , City/County Powers - Building Standards Assembly Local Govt Committee 
SB2112 !Leonard i City/County Powers - Charter Mayor Chapter 1119, Statutes of 1996 
AB 3190 !Friedman :City/County Powers- Cigarette & Tobacco Taxation Assembly Local Govt Committee 
AB 1787 I Brewer " ~City/County Powers- Contracting Out 
. Failed passage in Assembly Local Govt 
AB 342 jHauser iCity/County Powers- Contracting Out 'Assembly Local Govt Committee 
SB 1024 !Johnston iCity/County Powers- Contracting Out Assembly Local Govt Committee 
SB 1296 iLeonard ;city/County Powers- Contracting Out :Chapter 528, Statutes of 1995 
AB 185 W. Murray 'City/County Powers - Contracting Out :Failed passage on Assembly Floor 
SB 760 iLockyer !City/County Powers- Corrections !conference Committee 
AB 3070 I Granlund ,City/County Powers- CSA Judgment ! Failed passage on Assembly Floor 
SB 226 1Russell ·City/County Powers- Deferred Compensation Withdrawn from Local Govt to Appropriations 
SB 1914 !Johannessen City/County Powers - Design/Build Construction Bidding Chapter 356, Statutes of 1996 
SB 288 !Russell .City/County Powers- Development •Assembly Local Govt Committee 
AB 441 <Knight :city/County Powers- Emergencies Chapter 110, Statutes of 1995 
~-
AB 2617 !Baca 'City/County Powers Exchange of Confidential Info :Chapter 343, Statutes of 1996 
AB 2779 'Knox . City/County Powers - Highway Relinquishment Chapter 823, Statutes of 1996 
I 
City/County Powers- Home Business Office Inspection 'Assembly Local Govt Committee AB 3166 'Martinez 
SB 864 'Craven City/County Powers- Investments Chapter 156, Statutes of 1996 
SB 866 !Craven City/County Powers- Investments Chapter 784, Statutes of 1995 
SB 564 Johnston City/County Powers- Investments Chapter 783, Statutes of 1995 
SB 109 .Kopp ,City/County Powers- Investments , Chapter 7 49, Statutes of 1996 
SB 474 !Mello City/County Powers- Investments 1 Vetoed 
AB47 !Pringle 'City/County Powers- Investments ! Assembly Local Govt Committee 
AB 3503 Weggeland City/County Powers- JPA Technical (MJPA) i Chapter 663, Statutes of 1996 
AB 2996 'Hannigan ·City/County Powers - Juvenile Court 'Failed passage in Assembly Public Safety 
AB 1250 ! House City/County Powers - Land Transfer Assembly Local Govt Committee 
SB 340 1 craven City/County Powers - Local Agency Financing 'Nonconcurrence in Assembly amendments 
AB 2638 :sowler ,City/County Powers- Parking Regulations Senate Transportation Committee 
AB 2552 !sattin . City/County Powers - Permits for Residential "''1-'' v''""" Withdrawn from Local Govt to Judiciary 
AB 2660 'Aguiar 'City/County Powers- Private Infrastructure Finance Chapter 1040, Statutes of 1996 
AB 2455 Battin ,City/County Powers- Privatization Assembly Inactive File 
AB 3149 Bordonaro ·City/County Powers - Privatization Senate Inactive File 
AB 184 Bowler • City/County Powers - Privatization Failed n"'"""""' in ~"""'"'uly Local Govt 
AB 2081 Conroy City/County Powers - Privatization Failed passage on Assembly Floor 
AB 2363 Kaloogian City/County Powers- Privatization .Failed passage in Senate PERS Comm 
AB 2753 :Kaloogian City/County Powers - Privatization Failed passage in Assembly Local Govt 
AB 2754 Kaloogian City/County Powers - Privatization Failed passage in Assembly Local Govt 
AB 2083 Miller City/County Powers - Privatization Failed passage on Assembly Floor 
AB15 Pringle City/County Powers - Privatization Failed passage on Assembly Floor 
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AB 1546 Knox City/County Powers- Property Leases Assembly Local Govt Committee 
·~----~ -~~----~-----
AB 2080 :McPherson City/County Powers- Public Beaches Warning Signs Senate Appropriations Committee 
~-~--~~--~------ ~----~-
AB 1762 Goldsmith City/County Powers - Public Safety Agreements ~--~ .C:hapter 1085, Statutes of 1996 
--
SB 229 ;Calderon City/County Powers - Redevlpmnt Agency S~b_'J~ntions Chapter 1070, Statutes of 1996 
~ -
AB 1545 :Knox City/County Powers - Sale of Assets Chapter 482, Statutes of 1995 
--~--~---~-~--
-------··-" 
AB 182 .Granlund City/County Powers - Shopping Carts Vetoed 
AB 317 Granlund City/County P~wers_::Shopping Carts :hapter 291 Statutes of 1996 
~~-
AB 2838 Hoge City/County Powers - Signage Regulations Chapter 1150, Statutes of 1996 
-~ ~-------
SB 1520 !Johnston City/County Powers -Signs- On-Premises Display Chapter 495, Statutes of 1996 
~~ 
~-~ 
AB 2467 ,Rainey City/County Powers- Solid Waste Senate G~O~ Comm1ttee 
4- ----~-
AB 3168 !Martinez . City/County Powers ~ Study of Dividing LA County Failed passage in Assembly Local Govt 
SB 1421 iJohnson City/County Powers- Term Limits Chapter 310, Statutes of 1996 
AB 1004 • Kuykendall City/County Powers- Volunteer Firefighter Boards Chapter 364, Statutes of 1996 
AB 2864 \Sweeney City/County Powers- Voting -City of Fremont Referred to Senate Local Govt Committee 
SB 1389 :craven :City/County Powers- Voting Requirements on Taxes Failed passage in Assembly Local Govt 
-
AB 214 ]Baca :City/County Powers - Wrap -Up , Failed passage in Assembly Local Govt 
AB 791 Cannella ·City/County Powers -Wrap -Up , C~eter 918, Statutes of 1995 
AB 317 :Hoge City/County Powers -Wrap -Up Senate Inactive File 
r-
SB 109 jKopp , City/County Powers -Wrap -Up Assembly Local Govt Comm~ 
AB 719 ;Lee 'City/County Powers Wrap -Up ;Assembly Local Govt Committee 
AB 3296 i Brewer City/County Powers- Zoning Hearing Pilot Program . Chapter 842, Statutes of 1996 
AB 1997 j House Cortese - Knox Act -Annexations : cnapter 234, Statutes of 1996 
AB 1074 iKatz ,Cortese- Knox Act- Annexations Senate Local Govt Committee 
AB 2043 Boland 'Cortese - Knox Act - City Detachment . Failed n,.,.,,,.,., on Senate Floor 
SB 738 :Hayden 'Cortese- Knox Act- City Detachment Failed passage in Assembly Local Govt 
SB 1232 i,Lockyer Cortese - Knox Act - Consolidation Conference Committee 
AB 2346 :Rainey Cortese Knox Act - Detachment 'Failed n<>c-c-<>1'1Q on ASSt:;;• '".1 Floor 
SB 862 ,Kopp 'Cortese - Knox Act - District Detachment :Chapter 33, Statutes of 1996 
AB 296 ·~ Kni9ht Cortese - Knox Act - En"''' 1-"'''"'' Zones 'Chapter 953 Statutes of 1996 
jAB 2586 , Morrow Cortese - Knox Act - LAFCO Formation A.ssembl•• Local Govt Committee 
AB 1517 'Brewer ·Cortese- Knox Act- Orange Co Trans 'A.ssembl~· Local Govt Committee 
SB 1691 .Craven Cortese - Knox Act - Special District Reorganizati~~ :Chapter 314. Statutes of 1996 
SB 861 ,Craven Cortese- Knox Act- Technical i Chapter 562, Statutes of 1995 
AB 1934 i Sweeney Cortese- Knox Act- Technical !vetoed 
AB 2109 !Pringle Cortese - Knox Act -Water District Consolidation :Senate Appropriations Committee 
--
SB 756 : Petris ERAF - Community Service Areas , Chapter 502, Statutes of 1995 
SB 830 :craven : ERAF - Community Srvcs District ;vetoed 
--
I Leslie SB 1845 'ERAF- Exception for Adopting Teeter Plan i Chapter 1 058, Statutes of 1996 
SB 203 !Leslie . ERAF - Excess Allocation i Chapter 500, Statutes of 1995 
--
AB 102 'Aiby ERAF - Exemption ;Assembly Local Govt Committee 
~---
SB 84 Greene · ERAF - Exemption 'Vetoed 
AB 439 McPherson ERAF- Exemption 
I 
Failed passage 1n Assembly Appropna!lons 
--
SB 652 'O'Connell ERAF - Exemption ·Assembly Appropriations Committee 
---
SB 366 'Rogers ERAF Exemption Chapter 704, Statutes of 1996 
AB 351 •v~ Brown ERAF - Exemption Assembly Appropriations Committee r--
Assembly Appropriations Committee SB 1940 Leslie ERAF - Exemption for Volunteer Fire Districts 
f-------
·Chapter 501 Statutes of 1995 SB 124 Leslie ERAF - Fire Protection 
AB 2797 'Aguiar ERAF - Freeze Transfer Levels to 95-96 Vetoed 
SB 229 Boatwright ERAF - Not to Exceed AB 8 Level Assembly Appropriations Committee 
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AB 337 ERAF- Police Protection As~embly Appropnat~ons Cof"Tll11ittee _ 
AB 2828 ERAF - Reduce Transfer by 50% GF Growth ---~ _!'_s:s__emb1}0pproprl_ations C~rnrnittee ___ _ 
AB 2228 Mazzoni __ ~ERAF -_ Spe_CI_~I Educat1on ~~for A~_ CountiEl_S_ _ ___ -AssefT1bly Appro~~lations Committee 
~ 1250 _ MountJO)i__ Land Use -Airport Land Use Commission 
________ )l,s~embly Housing& CD Committee 
Chapter 66, Statutes of 1995 
AB 43 :Burton ~Use_- Bu~lding Permits Assembly Local Govt Committee 
AB 1930 Land Use - CEQA 808, Statutes of 1996 
SB 560 Land Use - Certificates of Correction Chapter 894, Statutes of 1996 1------~--'---'------------~::__ _ _:__:__:_____~_:_=--~=---------_:__:_ ______ --------~-------~-----------------
AB 2419 ; Bowler 
---~--------
SB 1693 1 Monteith 
SB 333 !campbell 
AB 584 
SB 936 
SB 1073 !costa 
·Land Use - Developer Fees 
'Land Use - Development Agreements 
·Land Use - Development Fees Procedure 
Land Use - General Plan 
'Land Use - General Plan 
Element 
Chapter 569, Statutes of 1996 
Chapter 253, Statutes of 1995 
~--------·-
549, Statutes of 1996 
Vetoed 
Senate Inactive File 
1
Land Use- Housing Element Chapter 39, Statutes of 1996 
1---------,--"'------'i--, L_a_n_d_U_s_e_-_H_o_u_s_in__,ge___E_Ie_m_e:._n_t_-_C _ it-'-y_o_f_l n_d_u_s_tr-"-y---~-~sembly Housing/Community Development AB 2725 :Hoge 
SB 1081 1,Leslie 
AB 1715 iGoldsmith 
AB 2846 :sweeney 
AB 1341 
AB 1929 
SB 81 
SB 1640 
AB 3053 1Brulte 
AB 3174 1 Brulte 
AB 3175 
AB 1340 
AB 3024 IS her 
AB 458 
AB 459 
AB 1953 Baldwin 
AB 3452 -v. Brown 
SB 1628 
AB 2711 
AB 555 
AB 771 
AB 1287 Cortese 
'Land Use- Housing Element for Frontier Counties Chapter 438, Statutes of 1996 
1 Land Use ~ Housing Element/Pilot Chapter 589, Statu __ te_s_o_f_1_9_9_5 ______ 
4 
Land Use- Infrastructure Development Standards 'Failed passage in Assembly Appropriations 
Land Use- Infrastructure Financing Failed passage in Assembly Local Govt 
Land Use- Jurisdictional Agreements Failed passage in_Assembly Local Govt Com. 
Base Reuse 
Base Reuse - LAMBRAs 
Base Reuse - LAMBRAs 
i Land Use - New Development Fees 
1 Land Use - OPR Responsibilities Repealed 
Land Use - Ordinance Abatement 
'Land Use - Ordinance Abatement 
Land Use - Subdivision Map Act 
Allocation 
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Statutes of 1996 
Assembly Appropriations Committee 
Failed passage in Senate Housing/Land Use 
Assembly Local Govt Committee 
; Conference Commlt_te:....:e ________ ----1 
Local Govt Committee 
Statutes of 1996 
Statutes of 1996 
46. Statutes of 1996 
Chapter 955, Statutes of 1995 
Local Government Committee 
AB 1799 iV. Brown Land Use - Subdiviston Map Act ~s~Jl.lr Local Govt Committee 
AB 2469 :Canella Land Use- Substitute Security Up~n Prop~rty ~ransfer -~_F~iled pa~~age in Assembly Local Govt 
·~-~~---
AB 2648 ;Thompson Land Use - Zoning for Older Persons Houstng Chapter 295, Statutes of 1996 
----- ---------------~ -- - ····~~-~---~-
SB 903 'Leslie Land Use - Zoning/General Plans Chapter 436. Statutes of 1995 
·--· --------- --~. ----·----~~ 
AB 2854 Lee Mise- $1.8 mtllion to Alameda County Brid~~~-~--· Withdrawn from Local Govt to Transportation 
. --
AB 2997 · Bustamante Mise- $100,000 for City of Dinuba Parks & Recreatton Withdrawn from Local Govt to Budget 
AB 3324 :Richter Mise - Best Value Purchasing Act Withdrawn from Local Govt to Consumer Pro 
AB 2404 :Miller Mise - Bid Protests ~ssernbl'. Appropriations Committee 
SB 1909 'Dills • Mise - Bradley - Burns Bill of Rights Vetoed 
SB 1398 :Johnston Mise- CA Tourism Marketing Act 
. Chapter 795 Statutes of 1996 
SB 62 !Hayden 'Mise- Campaign Contributions Withdrawn from Local Govt to ERCA 
AB 717 'Ducheny Mise- Certification & Training C~er 623 Statutes of 1995 
ACR 90 • Napolitano Mise - Code Enforcement Week Chapter 61 Statutes of 1996 
AB 1863 ·Morrow Mise - Community Services District Asse 11u•. Local Govt Committee 
SB 1308 !campbell , Mise- Conflicts of Interest 'Chapter 653 Statutes of 1995 
AB 236 !Granlund Mise- Conflictq of Interest ·Chapter 237 Statutes of 1995 
SB 1554 I Kelly :Mise- Conflicts of Interest Chapter 447 Statutes of 1996 
SB 27 1Kopp Mise - County Assessor Qualifications Chapter 207, Statutes of 1996 
AB 1087 !Boland Mise - County Auditor Qualifications • C~ 1 07 Statutes of 1995 
AB 390 :House :Mise- County Clerk Duties Chapter 23, Statutes of 1995 
AB 1767 i Marget! :Mise- County Free Library System - LA County , Chapter 523, Statutes of 1996 
SB 127 [Thompson ; Mise- County Medical Services Program , Withdrawn from Local Govt to Appropriations 
AB 2368 I Hauser i Mise - Court Consolidation - Humboldt County i Chapter 582 Statutes of 1996 
SB 1953 •Mello ! Mise- Courthouse Construction Fund - Monterey Co. Chapter 317 Statutes of 1996 
AB 2024 iMargett ·Mise- Creation of Counties A.,.,_,,,u,, Local Govt Committee 
SB 1865 :craven , Mise- Debt Advisory Commission Chapter 834, Statutes of 1996 
AB 155 !Mazzoni , Mise - Disaster Relief 'Asser .. u, Local Govt Committee 
AB 2x 'Mazzoni , Mise- Disaster Relief , Chapter 1, Statutes of 1995-96 
AB 1796 :Richter , Mise - Disaster Relief Failed passage in Assembly Appropriations 
AB 1076 Katz Mise - DOF Reporting Senate Local Govt Committee 
AB 3441 Sweeney Mise - Financial Reporting Vetoed 
SB 1097 :Hayden Mise - Flood Control Project on LA River • A_,_,..,,, •u• Local Govt Committee 
SB 1998 lMountjoy Mise- Free Library System Withdrawal (LA) Chapter 522, Statutes of 1996 
AB 3065 i Richter Mise- Fuel Tax Revenues of OCTA Meet GF MOE . Referred to Trans. & Local Govt Committees 
SB 481 iMaddy ' Mise- Fund Transfers Chapter 105, Statutes of 1995 
AB 2531 :Goldsmith Mise - Graffiti Abatement Withdrawn from Local Govt to Public Safety 
SB 1457 i Kopp , Mise - Grand Jury Reports Chapter 1170. Statutes of 1996 
AB 1257 i Va::.w"'-'.:llos :Mise- Human Services Chapter 537, Statutes of 1995 
AB 5 . Boland Mise- Initiatives Senate Elections & Reapportionment Comm . 
AB 52 
1
Johnston Mise- Initiatives Failed passage in Senate Elections/ReappCo 
AB 3301 Boland Mise- Intergovernmental Efficiency Commission 'Assembly Local Govt Committee 
SB 196 Kopp Mise- Investment Conflit of Interest Assembly Banking & Finance Committee 
AB 2845 'Sweeney Mise- Investment Reporting Requirements . Chapter 81, Statutes of 1996 
AB 2526 , Miller Mise- Issuance of City Citations Assembly Local Govt Committee 
AB 2300 McPherson Mise- JPA Insurance Risk Pooling ·Chapter 373, Statutes of 1996 
AB 3097 Campbell Mise- JPA Private Partt'-''1-'a"v' Chapter 148, Statutes of 1996 
SB 1010 Costa Mise- Liens • Chapter 385, Statutes of 1995 
AB 486 'Goldsmith Mise- Liens Chapter 604, Statutes of 1995 
AB 2316 Cannella Mise- Limit Sales Tax Administration Charges Assembly Local Govt Committee 
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Local Government Committee 
AB 1844 Alby Mise- Local Govt Hiring_________ _ __ ,A_ssembly~~Cll_2o~_S:ommlttee_~---- __ 
AB 1865 Baldwin Mise- Local Govt Powers .. ___ --~£-ssembly Local _ _c:J_<Jvt Committee _____ _ 
AB 2115 Bowen Mise- Los Tounsm __ £~~_cl_~_ssage_irl_A~sembly U&C Comm. 
SB 858 ~~ Mountjo_y~ ___ I\Aisc -Mod~~es Eligibility for Prop 172 Fund~----___ ~-- __ _!="ailed pas~age O_fl_}l.~sembly Floor 
----
AB 2784 , Hauser Mise- Motorist Aid Call Boxes 
_______ -r-olnterim Study _ 
AB 1928 Sween~ -~isc_::_ Multifamily Rental and Affordable Housmg __ g~apter 27, Statutes of 1996 
SB 2111 Beverly Mise - Municipal Corporation - Public Water Utilities Chapter 169, Statutes of 1996 
'---------, ------~---+----~--~---
SB 1X O'Connell Mise- Natural Disaster Assist Act 
AB 3022 , Sher ___ Mise- Nonprofit Exemption for Integrated Waste Plan 
AB 3187 Martinez 
AB 3189 Baugh Mise- Note Issuance Requirements - Orange_<::~---
SB 14 71 ! Russell Mise- Noticing of Foreclosure Action 
-----
SB 1904 'Ag & Water 'Mise- Omnibus Bill 
SB614----r-~~-~M~Omnibus Bill 
SB 1565 :Local Govt 
AB 3472 iLocal Govt 
AB 1566 '!Rainey 
SB 2169 'O'Connell 
AB 3000 
SB 1299 
AB 1788 Brewer 
AB 3192 ', Escutia 
SB 2108 !Alquist 
ACA24 
AB 1580 
AB 2496 
SB 1504 
SB 725 'Craven 
AB 2403 Miller 
AB 1644 'Granlund 
AB 1422 Mazzoni 
AB 2260 
SB 1412 
SB 1574 Beverly 
SB 36 Rosenthal 
ACA 38 Baldwin 
ACA 13 Johnson 
SB 1896 Costa 
ACA34 
AB 2530 
SB 908 Polanco 
AB 1794 Granlund 
Mise - Permit Processing 
'Mise - Permit Act 
Mise- Political Reform Act 
Mise - School Revenue Limit 
- Self-interested Contract Prohibitions 
1
Misc- Simultaneous Holding of Incompatible Offices 
Interest License Plates 
-Taxes & Assessments 
Mise- Taxes & Assessments 
Mise- Telecommunications 
Mise- Tourism 
Mise - Transfers Portion of Highway 
---~----
SB 902 Leslie Mise - Transportation Commission 
SB 1417 Kelley Mise- Underground Storage Tanks: City of Blythe 
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Statutes of 1995-96 
_Chapter 519, Statutes of 1996 
--------
Assembly Local Govt Committee 
·--~------
Chapter 625, Statutes of 1996 
Chapter 667, Statutes of 1996 
Statutes of 1995 
Withdrawn from Local Govt to Rev & Tax 
Chapter 872, Statutes of 1995 
-----------1 
Statutes of 1995 
Assembly Local Govt Committee 
Statutes of 1996 
Statutes of 1996 
Fa_iled passage in Assembly Appropriations 
Statutes of 1995 
Statutes of 1996 
Statutes of 1996 
Withdrawn from Local Gov to Banking/Financ 
Chapter 115, Statutes of 1996 --~­
.Vetoed 
Assembly Local Govt Committee 
Local Govt Committee 
Statutes of 1996 
Assembly Inactive File 
----
Chapter 264, Statutes of 1996 
Chapter 436, Statutes of 1996 
Senate Insurance Committee 
Withdrawn from Local Govt to Appropnations 
Local Government Committee 
Mise- Validate Santa Cruz Co Fines & Forfeitures 1161 Statutes of 1996 
Mise - Venfying Contractor Status 936, Statutes of 1996 
·~~~~~-
Mise- Water Conservation Services 31 , Statutes of 1995 
Property Tax- AS 8 Negative Bailout ··-~- ~S_E=nate Appropr~~ons Committee 
Tax -Annexation Local Govt Committee 
Property Tax - Assess1ng Intercounty Pipeline 
Tax- Assessment 
Property Tax -Assessment Limits 
Tax- Assessments Local Govt Committee 
Property Tax- Funds Local Administration 
Tax- Increase Maximum Value 
Property Tax- Increase Tax for Pension Programs 
-+~-"--~~~-P~roperty Tax- Merger Transfers Sp/Dstrt & Cities 
Property Tax- Minimum Allocation for Counties 
~-~~~r-~~~~~--~~ 
SB 241 
SB 242 
SB 243 
SB 998 
SB 999 
SB 1431 
SB 1030 
SB 647 
AS 3095 ; Villaraigosa for Fines and Bails 
AS 595 :Knox 
AS 2523 !Cunneen Revenues- Business License Tax 
AS 477 Katz Revenues - Collections 
AS 3211 Morrow ; Revenues - Criminal Justice Administration Fees 
AS 1339 Sweeney 'Revenues - Developer Exemptions 
AS 2953 'Villaraigosa ·Revenues - Dispute Resolution Program Fee 
SB 8 ·Peace Revenues - Distribute 172 Funds 
AS 2354 Revenues - Extend Sunset for Vital Records Fees 
SB 342 Revenues - Fees for Service 
SB 537 
AS 426 Revenues-
SB 750 Killea Revenues - Fees/Birth Certificate 
AS 82 Pringle Revenues-
SB 1066 :campbell Revenues- Fees/Developer 
AS 134 Revenues - Fees/General 
SB 745 Revenues - Fees/Permits 
AS 1461 Bordonaro Revenues- Fees/Search & Rescue 
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Failed passage in Assembly Rev & Tax Com. 
~~_hapt~ 1 , Stat_tJt<=__s _o_f _19_.9_6~~~---l 
.Assembly Local Govt Committee 
---
Statutes of 1995 
Conference Committee 
Local Govt Committee 
1111 Statutes of 1996 
Statutes of 1995 
Statutes of 1995 
Statutes of 1996 
Statutes of 1996 
Chapter 172, Statutes of 1996 
Statutes of 1995 
Statutes of 1996 
Senate Local Govt Committee 
Failed passage in Senate Judiciary Com. 
,Assembly Local Govt Committee 
Chapter 880, Statutes of 1995 
Statutes of 1995 
Chapter 338, Statutes of 1995 
Local Government Committee 
AB 867 
SB 36 
AB 796 
V. Brown Revenues - Fees/Search & Rescue Statutes of 1995 
. Kille~---~-~venues- FeesNehicle Registrali()_rl___~~-- ·-·~--~ssembly Inactive F~ile __ _ 
Revenues - Fund Transfers ~--(;hapter 454, Statutes of 1995 
AB 2232 Revenues - Homicide Trial Cost Reimbursement Senate Appropriations Comm1ttee 
-~"~-~-~----·--··· 
~A_B_2_5_93~,----··---~----R_e_v~e_n_ue~s_-_H_o_m _ o_c_id_e_T_r_ia_I_T_ra~v.~e_I~C~o_s~t--~-~-. ---~-=~~~~~S~t~a~tu~t:esof1996 
SB 1513 Revenues- Issuing Sewer Revenue Bo~--~---~hapter ~Statu~~~----· 
AB 3169 'Martinez 
AB 309 ·Alpert 
Revenues - Law Enforcement Protective Vests Statutes of 1996 
. Revenues - Library Bonds 
___ Failed passage in Assembly Appropriations 
AB 6 Revenues - Loan for Fire Prevention Statutes of 1995 
Revenues - Local taxation: court decision Referred to Cams. on Rev& Tax/Local Govt 
Revenues - Marks Roos Bond Statutes of 1995 
AB 1957 , Revenues - Modifies 
AB 866 Revenues - Motor Vehicle Leases 
AB 3435 Revenues - Munitions Sales Tax 
SB 251 Revenues - NPDES 
AB 545 . Revenues - Nuisance Abatement 
Revenues - Police Protection Statutes of 1995 
Revenues -Reinstate Personal Income Tax Brackets Failed passage in Assembly Local Govt 
AB 3161 
AB 3239 Revenues- San Mateo Sales Tax Increase Rev& Tax Com. 
AB 1375 i Napolitano ~Revenues - School Crossing Guards Failed passage in Assembly Local Govt 
AB 1244 i Frusetta '"'""'"''""''v Local Govt Committee 
~-·---7--------~----~----------~-~-·-----~---------------; 
SB 1958 1Mello Revenues- Conference Committee 
AB 1733 Committee 
AB 2084 
AB 896 
SB 602 Revenues- Vehicle Lease Use Tax 
i Revenues - VLF Extension 
District Powers - Finance: Audits 
AB 2196 lAiby ___ Special District Powers- Board Membership/Annexation 
f-A_B_13_8_8---+·_V_. _B_ro_w_n ____ 2Pecial District Powers - Boards 
AB 2575 :caldera Special District Powers- Business Improvement Dstrct 
SB 2137 !Johannessen Special District Powers- Community Service Districts 
Statutes of 1995 
Vetoed 
Statutes of 1995 
Senate Committee 
Assembly Local Govt Committee 
Chapter 118, Statutes of 1995 
'Chapter 243, Statutes of 1996 
Chapter 903, Statutes of 1996 
·-----
SB 1710 i Costa Special District Powers- Creates San Joaquin Corridor Assembly Appropriations Committee 
S~29 __ L_e_sl_ie __ ~- Special District Powers -Creation __________ Chapter 698, Statutes of 199§._~~--
SB 218 Thompson Special District Powers - Creation Chapter 308, Statutes of 1996 
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SB 369 
AB 97 Conroy 
SB 129 'Leslie 
Local Government Committee 
District Powers - Debt Vetoed 
------------------··--·------------ ----·---------· 
Special District Powers- Elections ____ Chapter _:3~~· Statutes of 1995 
District Powers - Elections 699, Statutes of 1995 
SB 1544 Peace ______ __J)pecial District Powers- Facilities lmprmt District -----~hapter 1072, Statutes of 1996 
Mello Special Distnct Po'v'Jers- Flood Co_n_t_ri ____________ Failed pas_:;age in_f's_sembly Appropriations 
-------------------- _Chapter 430, Statutes of 1995 
District Powers - Formation Vetoed 
District Powers - Groundwater Remediation Withdrawn from Local Govt to WP & W 
_,__ _ __,___ _ _.;_Chapter 144, Statutes of 1996 
Special District Powers- JPA Chapter 126, Statutes of 1995 
~--------------------· 
Special District Powers- JPA 'Failed passage in Assembly Nat Resources 
Special District Powers- JPA .Senate Energy,Utilities/Commerce Com 
----· 
Special District Powers- JPA Senate Transportation Committee 
Special District Powers - Liens :Chapter 815, Statutes of 1995 
:Special District Powers - Mise 'Chapter 798, Statutes of 1995 
Special District Powers- Monterey Airport Chapter 474, Statutes of 1996 
1-----~------~---
District Powers- MTA """'mn"" Local Govt Committee 
Special District Powers- MTA Police Consolidation Assembly Local Govt Committee 
Special District Powers- MTA Restructuring Assembly Appropriations Committee 
Special District Powers - Open Space Chapter 135, Statutes of 1995 
1-----r------~---· 
·Special District Powers - Parks Senate Local Govt Committee 
Special District Powers - Permit Fees 'Chapter 831, Statutes of 1995 
~---r-------~-----------------------~-~-----------·------
,Special District Powers- Police Protection 
District Powers - Port District Statutes of 1996 
District Powers - Ports Statutes of 1996 
Statutes of 1996 
Statutes of 1996 
Statutes of 1995 
Statutes of 1996 
Statutes of 1996 
District Powers - Water Statutes of 1995 
Special District Powers - Water Statutes of 1995 
. Special District Powers Water Conference Committee 
District Powers - Water ·Senate Local Govt Committee 
• Chapter 73, Statutes_o_f_1_9_9_5 _____ ----J 
Special District Powers - Water Chapter 260, Statutes of 1995 
Assembly Local Go_vt Committee 
·Chapter 29, Statutes of 1995 
~--~---~---~------------------------------------~--------------------
District Powers - Water Statutes of 1995 
Failed passage in Senate Judiciary Com. 
District Powers - Water Failed passage on Assembly Floor 
District Powers - Water Statutes of 1995 
District Powers - Water Statutes of 1995 
District Powers - Water 
Assembly Local Govt Committee 
Statutes of 1996 
Special District Powers - Water Quality Authority Act 
_ _: _____ ~---
Chapter 281, Statutes of 1996 
Special District Powers- Yolo Transp District Assembly Transportation & Local Govt Com 
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Local Government Comm1ttee 
Special Districts Powers - Oxnard Harbor District 
--------~----~-------------· 
~C~apter770, Statutes of 1996 
SB 11 
ACA8 
SB19 Johannessen 
SB 805 Monteith 
ACA 7 'Pringle 
AB 307 Thompson 
-··-----
AB 2268 
State Mandates 
State Mandates 
State Mandates 
Mandates 
State Mandates 
State Mandates 
Inactive File 
Statutes of 1996 
Assembly Local Govt Committee 
'State Mandates 'Vetoed 
------·--,--------
State Mandates - DOF Estimates Prior to Hearings Assembly Local Govt Committee 
r-----~-----~----~----------------· 
Thompson 
AB 2379 Marget! State Mandates - Prefund I Rather than Reimburse Senate Appropriations Committee 
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